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ABSTRACT

The document describes the Enea 's experience in the Venus Project (Esprit III #6398).
Venus is an advanced visual interface based on icon representation that permits to end-
user to inquiry databases. VENUS interfaces to Enea's databases: Cometa Materials
Module, Cometa Laboratories Module and European Programs.
This report contents the results of the experimentation and of the validation carried out in
Enea's related to the Venus generations.
Moreover, the description of the architecture, the user requirements syntesis and the
validation methodology of the VENUS systems have been included.

RIASSUNTO

II documento descrive l'esperienza dell'Enea nel Progetto Venus (Esprit III #6398).
Venus e un'interfaccia visuale avanzata basata su una rappresentazione iconica che
permette a l'utente finale di interrogare basi di dati. VENUS interfaccia le basi dati
Enea: Cometa Modulo Materiali, Cometa Modulo Laboratori e Programmi Europei).
II presente rapporto illustra i risultati della sperimentazione e della validazione svolti
dall'Enea e relativi alle differenti generazioni di Venus.
Sono stati inclusi, inoltre la descrizione deH'architettura; una sintesi dei requisiti
utente e la metodologia di validazione del sistema Venus.
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[Interface, Visual Interface, Users Requirements, Iconic Interface, Iconics, Database,
Information System, VENUS, ESPRIT, Usability Testing, Users, Validation]
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VENUS Project: experimentation at Enea's pilot site

1. Introduction

To gain and maintain advanced positions on the market, enterprises are moving
from a rigid, bureaucratic and vertical structure towards a more decentralised and
flat organisation. The deriving increased responsibilities of each individual and
organisational level creates, as an additional side effect, the growing of the
number of people involved in the decision making process, with different roles
and objectives. As a consequence, also the need of data, which are required by
the individuals to have reliable basis for the decisions is increasing. According to
the different roles and responsibilities, the corporate data must be selected,
aggregated and projected in different forms and modalities.

The goal of VENUS is to facilitate all levels of the organisation to access and
retrieve the required information, according to the individual needs and
viewpoints, without requiring direct knowledge of the technical aspects, irrelevant
to the actual daily activities of the user.

VENUS is a unified query system, installable in any existing information system to
provide a common user-oriented interface on top of several systems currently
used for the management of traditional and multimedia data, both commercially
available and developed by ESPRIT projects.

The system is based on a visual interface, to enable the user to identify, select and
retrieve the information of interest from multimedia, heterogeneous and
distributed databases, through a homogeneous modality, independent of the
specific underlying database models, languages and systems.



2. Objectives of the project

The mission of VENUS is:

to facilitate all levels of the organisation to access and retrieve the
information of interest for the daily activities, according to the individual
needs and viewpoints, without requiring any direct knowledge of the
technical aspects of the information system.

On the basis of this consideration, the following objectives have been identified
for VENUS:

* To develop an integrated query system, permitting the user to access
multimedia, distributed and heterogeneous data, through an integrated and
homogeneous modality. The results achieved by the KIM exploratory
action (ESPRIT # 5638) represent the fundamental background of
VENUS.

The query system has be able to interact with the principal products
presently available on the market for the management of the data in
business organisations (i.e. DBMS, information retrieval systems, Oracle,
Sybase and image managers). It will also interface some major results of
other ESPRIT projects, mainly as concerns the distributed platform and
the management of multimedia data.

VENUS will consist of a visual (iconic and diagrammatic) interface,
independent of the specific underlying database models, languages and
systems. Moreover it will provide the user with an active support in the
identification of the required information and in the incremental definition
of the query.

Figure 2.1 shows the intended architecture of the intended system.

* To experiment the query system in the live environment of several
different business organisations, to incrementally verify the respondence
of the functionalities and the interfaces with the actual user requirements

* To demonstrate and promote the validity to this approach with external
organisations in Europe, to get a wider acceptance and involvement of
users, already before the end of the project, preparing the road for the
subsequent immediate industrial exploitation.

* To carry out research activities focused on the actual users requirements,
for identifying possible evolutions and improvements, to be introduced in
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the VENUS system in subsequent activities, after the completion of the
project.
This eflfbrt will be mainly focused on advanced capabilities of visual user-
interfaces in terms of object orientation, deductive capabilities and
knowledge-based support in the definition of the query.
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Figure 2 . 1 - The overall objective of VENUS query system
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3. Baseline integrated user-oriented query system

The evolution and the present trends of the information systems in generic
business organisations, can be effectively summarised by quoting the conclusions
of the workshop on "Databases and Distributed Systems"1

... the management of data represents the fundamental activity in
any business organisation; database systems are the natural
technology to support this activity in a computerised environment.
This reality should represent the rationale underlying any strategic
initiative aiming at an effective diffusion arid exploitation of
distributed systems in the business organisations.

Information systems have been developed gradually in the
enterprises during the last years, according to the evolution of the
needs and the capabilities provided by the technology and the
market.

As a consequence, diverse technologies and products are already
existing and intensively utilised in each organisation for supporting
the individual activities and organising the information of interest. A
high degree of heterogeneity still exists both among the consolidated
traditional databases and among the advanced technologies, in
terms of mutual integratability and individual capabilities.

A significant effort is therefore mandatory towards producing an
integrated approach in all fields of the information management,
including the traditional databases, the advanced data manipulation
technologies and the distributed environments and platforms.
Without such effective and efficient integration the distributed
systems will remain only prototypal implementations, isolated with
respect to the corporate information system.

Such integrated approach cannot be limited to the sole database
engines. On the opposite, it is necessary to define a complete and
integrated environment, able to support the users in all activities
dealing with the management of data. Methodologies, models and
tools represent the principal components of such integrated
environment.

1 Organised in Rome on May 2-3 1991, by the ISA project (ESPRIT # 2267), with the
participation of a number of other ESPRIT projects, actual user organisations and the European
Special Interest Group on Distributed Systems
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Concerning the user-oriented aspects, active graphical user-
interfaces, independent of the specific underlying products, models
and languages will represent a significant contribution to the
availability of the information and accessibility to the system by the
end-user.

The current information systems scenario determines a fragmentation of the
whole information basis in a set of insulated, autonomous applications and
databases. As a general example we can consider a typical hospital information
system, where the admission data of the patient are stored in the patient
management system; the daily therapy is managed by the ward and the results of
the performed tests is in the laboratory application.
As a consequence, the generic user, needing to access the information system and
retrieve the various data according to their logical connections (e.g. the whole
patient dossier), has the following major problems.

* The first problem is the identification of the information of interest
To specify the data to be retrieved, the user is requested to know the
actual (physical) structure of the system, which is frequently organised
according to specific technical requirements, not familiar with his/her
usual operating modalities (a human being thinks in terms of concepts and
information, not of tables, fields and codes).
Such a situation becomes even more critical when the various data are
spread over different systems and databases. In this case, the user is also
requested to know the whole (technical) organisation of the network, to
address his/her request to the appropriate system.

* The second type of problem is related to the actual modalities needed for
defining the query and retrieving the requested data. Such difficulty
involves both the user interfacing aspects and the actual operating
modalities.

The interfaces provided by the various DBMS are usually based on the
internal model of the database (i.e. in most cases the relational model).
The user is therefore forced to operate according to criteria not related to
his actual requirements, based on the semantics of the data, but only on
the technical constraints. In the worst case, he/she can be requested to
directly issue several commands of alien languages, frequently different
from each other (even SQL is not completely standardised among the
various manufacturers).
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When the data are spread over a number of different databases (distributed
on networks, and/or including multimedia servers) the diversity of the
interfaces provided by the individual products must also be taken into
account. This means that an additional problem faces the user, who is
requested to study a number of different systems and operating modalities,
to issue his/her query.

Last (but not least) it can be pointed out how the (technological and
semantic) independence of the individual databases, makes it impossible
to retrieve all the data of interest in an integrated modality. On the
opposite, the user not only needs to individually access the various
databases and incrementally retrieve parts of the data of interest, but also
eventually integrate the individual results to get the information initially
required. Figure 3.1 schematises this unpleasant situation.

On the basis of these considerations it is clear that a query system, supporting the
user in the integrated identification and retrieval of heterogeneous, multimedia
and distributed data through an interface independent of specific underlying
database models, languages and systems, will represent a valuable contribution
to increase the actual exploitability of the information resource in any generic
enterprise.

Advanced models (object-oriented and/or conceptual) represent suitable tools for
achieving this goal, due to their independence of the actual physical organisation
of the data. As a consequence, a graphical interface based on this approach
provides the user with a homogeneous modality for accessing and retrieving the
data of interest, regardless of their actual type and location in the system.
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A distributed system

Hill
Patnnt management

You have simply to:

1. Study the configuration of the network (which databases are

I
2. Discover that the admission data are stored in the patient

3. Connect to the patient management DB
4. Study the files and fields of the patient management

|5. Study the language supported by the patient managemerrt DB
6. Issue the query to retrieve admission dataa and the relevant ward (and take note

For a simple question
Where has the patient
been admitted, how is
he cared and which tests
has he done?

7. Connect to the ward database
8. Study the files and fields of the ward DB

9. Study the language supported by the ward DB
10. Issue the query to retrieve therapies (and take note

11. Connect to the laboratory database
12. Study the files and fields of the lab DB

13. Study the language supported by the lab DB
14. Issue the query to retrieve tests and results (and take note !)

Integrate the various results on a piece of paper II!

Figure 3 .1- The overall activities to get data from different DB
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4. Visual languages

4.1 Objectives of a visual system

In this section we shortly analyze the motivations for using a visual approach in
querying a database. Afterwards we consider the two main visual expressions, i.e.
icons and diagrams, together with their main advantages and limitations.

Many studies have been carried out to improve man-machine interaction for
allowing fruitful and friendly use of complex programs. Traditionally, in order to
teach what specific programs do and how they can be used, a set of handbooks of
written material is provided to the user (both a newcomer to the field or an
expert) so that he may incorporate the required knowledge about the program and
its utilization. This approach is the most commonly used and, schematically, may
be represented by a succession of steps aiming at forming a mental model of both
the program and the computing platform. On the contrary, for the man-machine
interaction to be effective, information should be conveyed by the system in a way
directly graspable by a human being, without large efforts nor any intermediate
learning medium. In this sense, a new approach has been proposed based on
visualization, i.e. on the representation of drawings/images which, when used as
metaphors, convey information at an adequate level of abstraction and in a
concise form. This visual approach is advantageous due to the reduction of the
mental load and to the immediate availability of descriptions of the computation
processes and their interrelationships. Based on this approach, programming
environments, languages and systems have been developed in the last years
highlighting some interesting properties which make such products friendly, easy
to understand and use.

We call visual system any system providing a visual man-machine interaction.
Such interaction is typically based on a visual language. In order to give a
concise definition of visual language, we may say, according to the point of view
of many authors [e.g. Chang 1989, Myers 1990], that it implies the systematic use
of visual expressions (such as icons, drawings or gestures) to convey a meaning in
a formal way. Frequently, people have used visual languages, iconic languages
and graphical languages as synonyms. If we follow the above definition they are
all visual languages, but we prefer to call iconic languages only the languages
using images and icons extensively, while graphical languages are those primarily
using drawings (such as graphs, flow-charts, block-diagrams, etc).

A visual language may handle, by means of visual constructs, objects that do not
necessarily have a visual representation (e.g. traditional data types like arrays,
lists, stacks, and application oriented data types like forms, documents, etc.).
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In order to obtain a friendly man-machine interface, the objects are presented
visually; therefore, a visual representation is associated with them. The database
field is one of the most promising application areas of visual language for many
reasons. One reason is that very often the database is queried by a casual user,
who does not know a programming languages like SQL [Date 1987]. Moreover,
with respect to using a restricted natural language, both the dependency on the
native language of the user and the limitations imposed by the application area are
avoided. Finally, the typical process of query formulation itself encourages using
visual languages. In fact, we can distinguish three steps: the first step selects
which parts of the database we should operate on; the second step defines the
relations within the part in order to produce the query result and the third step
operates on the query result, if necessary. The first step is the best candidate for a
metaphorical visual representation since it can be seen as a kind of zoom on the
database in order to select the parts of interest. In the second step, the main
operations, are used to express conditions on the structural relations according to
the formulated query. A visual representation is useful in order to show both the
database contents and the query structure. Lastly, third step, it may be useful to
visually represent the structured relations for analyzing the query result.

4.2 Diagrammatic interfaces

Graphics is generally an added value to existing programs where some objects and
their relationships may be visualised, particularly in block diagrams representing
programs, in diagrams representing state transitions or in trees showing
hierarchical dependencies, etc. In all these cases graphical constructs are
convenient for describing functional relationships. In fact, graphical systems
convey meanings through a description of a multiply connected world of objects
and their inter-relationships. Moreover, in the database world the most popular
data model is presently the Entity-Relationship [Chen 1976] model which is
effectively and efficiently represented by graphical constructs. In graphical
languages based on such a model, and more generally on semantic models, objects
and relationships defined among them are conceptually represented by means of
high level abstractions like aggregations and generalizations. In principle every
object of a real world application is represented by means of a specific concept in
the schema. Furthermore, every concept of the schema can be represented by
means of a graphical symbol in a diagram. As a consequence, the user is released
from syntactic and implementation details, and the query can be naturally
expressed by pointing directly to objects and spatially navigating among them.

A possible approach for querying databases, is based on using Entity-
Relationships diagrams as standard user interface [Angelaccio Catarci Santucci
1990a, Angelaccio Catarci Santucci 1990b]. This approach makes use of a
conceptual data model, a query language on this model and a graphical user
interface. The conceptual model is the Entity-Relationship Model, augmented by
generalization abstractions [Ullmann 1987]; the query language is mainly a
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navigational language on diagrams representing conceptual schemas. The user
first interacts with the conceptual schema to understand its information content,
and extracts the subschema of interest containing the concepts involved in the
query, then he may express the query, defining all its procedural characteristics.
During the "navigation" activity, the user selects all the concepts involved in the
query: first a central concept, called main concept, is chosen, that can be seen as
the entry point of the query, then two different types of primitives are available
for navigating in the schema. The first one allows the user to. follow paths of
concepts, the other one is used for comparing two concepts which are not directly
connected to each other. The presence of a main concept associates a type to each
query; for example, if the main concept is the entity PERSON, the result of the
query will be a set of persons (possibly enriched with attributes of other
concepts), independently from the subsequent operations the user performs to
specify it. Such an approach results in extending the usual set operators; when
formulating the query the user can perform several set operations on the
subqueries constructed from the main concept. Each subquery is computed
separately, giving rise to a relational table as a partial result. When the system
compares all such tables in order to compute the final result, the attribute sets of
the tables may differ. In this case no pure set operation can be performed, and an
appropriate strategy is needed. Such a strategy is based on the property that all
the tables resulting from evaluating a subquery have the key of the main entity.
The system first performs the set operations only on the projection of the tables
on such a key, and then builds a relational table characterized by the union of the
attributes of all the initial tables (unless they are involved in a difference
operation). Note that, if a union is performed, the result may be affected by null
values [Santucci and Sottile 1990].

4.3 Iconic interfaces

Originally, icons have been associated with religious images (Russian Orthodox
Church) but in recent years this word is primarily used to denote a pictorial
representation of an object or an abstract concept, sometimes implying an action.
Examples are the universal set of traffic icons or the icons used to denote several
services and locations in an airport. People refer to iconic languages, iconic
interfaces, iconic systems as languages, interfaces, systems that are icon based. In
information processing systems we distinguish icons denoting objects from icons
denoting actions and processes; the first ones are easily understood since they are
stylized reproductions of the objects; the second ones are generally more abstract
and difficult to understand.

In an attempt to formalize a theory of icons, Chang has introduced the concept of
generalized icons [Chang 1989], which are either object icons, representing
objects, or process icons, representing actions or computational processes
(procedures, etc.). In both cases the icon X is a pair (Xm, Xi), where we
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distinguish the pictorial part Xi of the icon (the image as seen on the screen) from
the semantic part Xm (the meaning that such image conveys). An example is the
well known icon indicating a restaurant, whose pictorial part is the image of a
fork and a knife and its semantic part reveals the presence of a restaurant. Since
an icon belongs to the bi-dimensional world, where the information is represented
by form, structure and colour more than by numbers or text, we will have all the
advantages of an image representation, namely: 1) the expressive power of a
figure (as in illustrations, maps, plans, etc), 2) the diminished mental load due to
the limited amount of information to be stored (as compared to a long string of
alphanumeric characters) and 3) the cultural independence from the viewer since
icons have a loose connection both with the user natural language and his specific
background.

Icon composition is the basic querying mechanism in iconic systems. For example,
in [Chang 1990] the query is formulated by composing a visual sentence,
according to a visual syntax; for example, icons are vertically combined to denote
conjunction (logical AND) and horizontally combined to denote disjunction
(logical OR). In order to be effective, the proposed set of icons should be easily
understandable by the majority of the people. Icons that have the purpose of
inviting actions have mainly to meet such a requirement, while icons referring
either to object classes or to properties of such classes may be chosen with some
broadness. However, in many cases it is difficult and often unfruitful to find a
universal accepted set of icons. As an alternative, icons could be user-defined so
tailoring their shape to the particular needs of the user and to his own mental
representation of the tasks and methods he wants to perform.

4.4 General consideration

The considerations of the previous sections motivate the opinion that visual
query languages represent an evolution, in terms of friendliness, with respect to
traditional languages. In fact, visual languages use the full power of new
technologies, such as two/three dimensional representations, colours, multiple
windows, etc., thus extending the man/machine communication bandwidth in
several directions. At the same time, the system is represented in a more natural
way, shortening the interpretation path the user must perform in order to
recognize the reality of interest from its computer oriented representation. The
same holds for the activity of expressing a query, where process icons or
navigation in diagrams substitute names of commands. Furthermore, visual
languages are more flexible than traditional monolithic languages, where usually
the learning of the whole language (or a significant part of it) is needed to be able
to express the whole range of queries.

On the other hand, visual languages suffer from some limitations, deriving partly
from their own paradigms and partly from the available technology.
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Graphical systems represent concepts by crude approximations of drawings and
have a weak metaphorical power so that remarkable efforts may be necessary to
obtain a mental reconstruction of the original objects on the screen. Moreover, if
the system to be represented has many inter-connections, screen clutter may show
up so that a confusing pattern is generated. Furthermore, it may be necessary to
express other, more elaborate, concepts so that drawings using only boxes and
arrows may be unsatisfactory and new pictorial representations, like pictures and
icons, are required. Conversely, no standard can yet be imposed on the set of
icons used in different applications. Consequently, as the number of icons
increases, in particular when the piece of reality involved in the information
system is either complex or specialistic, potential ambiguity arises in the
interpretation of the set of icons since the discrimination power tends to decrease.
In this cases graphical systems, while offering a less immediate representation, do
not suffer from such saturation phenomena. Finally, the limits of the available
technology do not allow visual languages to exploit all their inherent power.
Limitations in both screen size and definition impose to use cluttered drawings or
images, thus decreasing their readability; scrolling mechanisms may override the
problem, paying the price of loosing a comprehensive representation of the whole
reality of interest.
Since the graphical and the iconic approaches seem to present a notable number
of complementary aspects, an integrated approach provides, in principle, the
best interface for the majority of users, since it combines the advantages of
both the original paradigms, and it tries to limit their drawbacks. Moreover, in the
process of query expression, the user could commute between the two
representations, according to his preferences and his needs.

5. Classification of the users and of their requirements

On the basis of the overall analysis of the possible user interfaces discussed in the
previous section, herewith a classification of the various types of possible users
and uses of the query system is discussed.

The combined analysis of these two topics (user requirements and state of the art)
represents the fundamental rationale for identifying the most effective interfacing
criteria in the individual cases, as well as for defining a realiable exploitation plan
for the query system in real environments.

Concerning the users, three classes can be depicted.

The external/casual users
They are those users who access the database to get simple information, without
being aware (nor interested to be) of the organisation of the data.
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Usually, the information is not part of the daily professional activities and
the system is accessed randomly in the time. Examples of these users can
be: a) the traveller at the station consulting the time-table of the trains, b)
the visitor in a reserch centre looking for the laboratory where a scientist
is staying, c) the visitor at the hospital looking for the bed where
somebody is staying, d) the individual looking in the yellow pages to
search for a restaurant.

The professional users
They are those users who need the information stored in the database as
important support for their daily professional activities. They usually
access the database regularly, mainly to get repetitive sets of information
according to the specific objectives and needs. In principle, they are not
interested in being familiar with the underlying organisation of the data.
Examples of these users can be: a) the scientist analysing the status of a
chemical process on a certain material, b) the physicians analysing the
medical dossier of a patient, c) the marketing manager looking at the
distribution of sales, d) the receptionist looking at a telephone number.

The experienced users
They are those users who need to explore the content of the database in
detail, analysing the different information, in order to discover new
relationships and/or get support for the decision-making process. They
usually are interested in knowing the conceptual organisation of the
database, to exploit all possible connections among the data. Examples of
these users are: a) the epidemiologist studying the mortality in a certain
region, b) the business analyst looking at the impact of a promotional
campaign, c) the bibliography scientist and student looking for
publications dealing with specific topics.

Considering the uses (i.e. types of queries) which can be executed, we have
identified the following three main classes:

Pre-defined queries
They are queries executed to retrieve pre-defined types of information,
already foreseen by somebody else than the user himself. In some cases,
these queries can just define the skeleton of the request, to be completed
by the user according to the individual requirements (e.g. "retrieve all
male/female patient of xxxxx city having yyyyy disease","retrieve all
metallic and non metallic material using in xxxxx application field", "get
the leaving time of all flights leaving from a certain city towards another
certain city"). Such queries are executed by all types of users, but -mainly-
by the casual and the professional ones.
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Simple, user-defined queries
They are those variable requests which are issued according to
unpredicted requirements of information (not organised, therefore, as pre-
defined queries). Such queries usually involve a limited number of
concepts, mainly directly connected by one simple relationship in the
conceptual schema, (e.g. retrieve all laboratories having an equipment to
test the chemical composition of a material employed in a component used
in a nuclear plant).
Such queries are mainly executed by the experienced arid (more rarely) by
the professional users. In very rare cases, the casual user could need to
access the system in such a modality.

Complex, user-defined queries
They are those queries which are issued according to unpredicted
requirements and involving a significant number of concepts, also not
directly related, (e.g. retrieve all materials for pipes employed in a
corrosive environment at high temperature during a definite time, all
patients who have risk of heart attack, due to certain style of life or
previous medical treatments). Such queries are mainly executed by the
experienced users.

The matrix of figure 5.1 shows the correspondences between the classes of users
and the types of queries, with the relevant frequencies of execution.

• • ^Type of user

Type of query* 1^^,^^

Pre-defined
query

Simple
query

Complex
query

Casual
user

•

O

Professional
user

•

3

Experienced
user

3
•
3

• 3 O
Very frequent Possible Rare

usage usage usage

Figure 5.1. The usage for each type of user and type of query
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An evolution path can be identified for the user's skill and behaviour. In fact, if
they are not limited in executing pre-defined queries only, the frequent access to
the system leads the users to have an increased knowledge of the underlying
conceptual structure, moving the casual user towards the class of the
experienced ones.

On the opposite, as concerns the behaviour in executing the different types of
queries, we can see that the user continuously tries to simplify his/her activities,
by reducing the definition of complex queries, towards the execution of more
elementary transactions. In fact, once a complex query has been defined
(frequently through the incremental refinement of intermediate steps), it would be
meaningless to repeat the process every time the same information is needed,
even if the process itself is simple and intuitive. As a consequence, the user tends
to define aggregations of concepts which can be later used as basic components
for additional queries. Moreover, some intermediate concepts can also represent
basic elements useful to evolve in different paths, in order to retrieve other
information from the database.
This means that the frequent execution of "complex queries" leads the user to
define intermediate "objects" able to facilitate the subsequent activities (and
reducing them to "simple queries"), up to the final definition of standard, pre-
defined queries to be executed several times without the need of repeating any
un-necessary step.

5.1 Which interface for which user ?

On the basis of the analysis carried out in the previous sections, Figure 5.2 shows
the optimal correspondence of the different types of interfaces with the defined
classes of users and activities.

Type of user

Type of query

Pre-defined
query

Simple
query

Complex
query

Casual
user

o

Professional
user

Experienced
user

3
Very frequent Possible

usage usage

Figure 5.2 - The best interface for each user
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It is clear, from the diagram that the iconic interface represents the tool
permitting to comply with the widest number of situations. The maximum effort,
therefore, is foreseen in the project in this direction.

Finally, it can be mentioned that a also textual interface, based on the direct
issuing of commands in a formal language can be useful for supporting very
experienced users, performing very complex analysis on the databases).

6. The Project

6.1 Overview

VENUS project has been mainly based on the results of the KIM exploratory
action, which has been carried out in the frame of the ESPRIT programme, in the
period October 1990- September 1991 with a total effort of 48 man/months.

KIM has studied the requirements and characteristics of a generalised user-
oriented query system, able to provide the user with a graphical interface enabling
the homogeneous query of heterogeneous database, independently of the different
physical models, query languages and actual products used for managing the
various data.

Operating according to business-driven objectives, VENUS project has evolved
the conclusions of the KIM action, up to the complete query system, fully
supporting the users requirements and rapidly exploitable on the market.

To ensure a real exploitability in the live business environments, the following
capabilities will represent key aspects for the VENUS system.

* A full iconic interface will enable the user to access all data available in
the (distributed) information system, in a homogeneous way independent
of the physical organisation of the data, location in the network and
characteristics of the specific tools actually adopted for their management.
Such an interface will support the user's activities both in the
identification of the data of interest and in the incremental definition of the
query (specification of the selection criteria, aggregations of objects and
storing intermediate and final queries in libraries).

The diagrammatic interface developed during the KIM exploratory action
has been integrated to support specific requirements of experienced users.
According to what has been discussed, the combination of these features
will ensure an effective support to a wide range of users and uses.
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* Both traditional data (managed by commercial DBMS) and multimedia
information (managed by specialised servers) will be accessible.
This feature will permit the user to have an integrated and comprehensive
access on the whole available information (e.g. the picture of the energy
plant, the X-ray of the patient, the picture of a monument, the text of a
paper).

* Both individual and multiple databases will be accessible transparently,
in centralised as well as in distributed environments. This will enable the
user to focus his interest upon one unique system, as well as to retrieve all
information logically connected, regardless of their actual organisation in
the entire information system.

Figure 6.1 shows the overall structure of the VENUS system.

unified user-oriented interface
to the different data

display & management of
results

diagrammatic \
interface \

query formulation

iconic interface

personal
database

I Query interface

Repository

description of the actual DB
structures, and support to
the identification of data

distributed environment

different
target
systems

structured
data

textual
data y unages

video

e.g. Oracle, Sybase, etc.

Figure 6.1 - The overall structure of the system
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The system has been developed according to a modular open architecture,
complying with the advanced IT standards and trends.

This approach will ensure a wider exploitability of the results, by enabling both
the Partners of the Consortium and external organisations to autonomously
develop additional modules to be integrated with the query environment (both
user-oriented functionalities and interfaces to other commercial DBMSs).

To incrementally validate the developed prototype, it has been experimented in
several pilot sides provided by the user partners, already during the project. The
results of these activities and presentations have consisted in feedbacks and
suggestions for improvements in the query system, as well as in a detailed
exploitation plan providing the guide-lines of the subsequent industrialisation and
commercialisation effort.

In parallel, focused research activities will be carried out to study specific
problems and to identify advanced solutions for additional improvements and
functionalities, to be introduced in the system in subsequent phases.

6.2 Overview of the users requirements for a query system

The results of the market survey and previous actions carried out during the
KIM exploratory action have lead to the identification of a set of general
users requirements, which represent the rationale underlying the objective
of the VENUS project, as it will be described in the following paragraphs.

For the purpose of this overview we have classified these requirements into
three categories, briefly summarized as follows.

Interfacing requirements

Workstation users have, over the past few years, come to standardise
on a graphical Windows- Icons- Mouse- Pop-down-menus user
interface. New software is expected to conform to this standard even
though the standard is different across different machines and
operating systems. VENUS aims to provide the look - and - feel of a
native application for a subset of the most popular workstation
systems including DOS - Windows.

In general users will not have sufficient time or knowledge to become
familiar with the detailed structures of the data of interest. In the
absence of this knowledge the user will require to interface to the data
through some abstracted representation, in the case of VENUS, an
iconic representation will be provided, according to the considerations
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discussed in the previous section. This will facilitate the user in
formulating queries, using a visual language.

Application requirements

* Heterogeneous Access to Multimedia Data
This requirement is really two in one. Heterogeneous Access is the
ability to query data independent of the .particular vendor
implementation of the hardware, the operating system or the data
management software. Multimedia data comprises tabular data,
graphics, text sound and pictures.

* Queries of Varying Complexity
Users with different levels of knowledge and interest will require
to execute queries, of varying complexity, on the information
structures. Casual or Professional users can be supported to some
extent by predefined queries, however, in many cases, particularly
with experienced users, the need for complex unanticipated queries
will arise. The user, in such cases, will require a visual query
language with sufficient expressive power to formulate queries
involving multiple data entities and multiple conditions.

* Results Displaying and Viewing Capabilities
The system should be capable of presenting the results of a query
to the user in a manner appropriate to the format of the data. The
software should include facilities for manipulating the data and
adjusting the users view.

Housekeeping functionalities

* Storing and retrieving queries
It would be ideal if all queries could be predefined, the best we can
hope to achieve is to predefine the most common queries and to
support the user in defining and storing additional queries. In this
way individual users will establish the set of queries that meet their
regular requirements.

* Storing and retrieving result masks and report templates
Result masks are necessary to allow the user to focus on different
aspects of the retrieved data. The mask relates primarily to tabular
data and describes the data in terms of the visible fields, sizes,
position, alignment, etc.. Report templates detail the output format
for user-defined reports.
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Maintaining personal database
The personal database is required to maintain the users results,
masks, queries and report templates. It facilitates the user in
storing historic data and manageable subsets of the global data.
The user should not be required to know the physical structure or
organisation of the personal database no more than the
organisational databases.
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6.3 The VENUS query system

6.3.1 Overall architecture of the system

Figure 6.3 schematises the overall high-level architecture of the system, in terms
of main components and mutual connections.
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Figure 6.3 - The high-level overall architecture of VENUS
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The main components can be identified in the architecture: the QUERY MANAGER,

the RESULTS MANAGER, and the INTERFACE TO ACTUAL DBMS. A Repository
conceptually describes the need data.

Query Manager
According to the requirements discussed in section 6.2, the Query Manager
is responsible of interacting with the user in the incremental and aided
definition of the query, through a graphical interface based on iconic and
diagrammatic2 representations of the underlying data.

Results manager
The Results manager is responsible of interacting with the user in the
presentation and manipulation of the data retrieved from the accessed
database(s). It consists of two main components:

* The Results display, presenting the data retrieved by the query, and
providing certain manipulation capabilities for a better presentation.

* The Manager of the personal database, permitting to store the results
of the query into a (local) database, and to additionally manipulate
them for additional analysis. Such database will be subsequently
accessible to the user through the same interface, initially used to
specify the original query.

Interface to DBMS
On the basis of the request defined by the user interface, this module is
responsible of identifying the physical location of the requested information
and of interacting with the individual products (i.e. traditional DBMS and
multimedia servers) actually used for the physical management of the data.

Repository
The Repository supports both the user interface and the module responsible
of accessing the physical data. The main information stored in the
repository includes the semantics of the individual data, the conceptual
representation of the underlying databases (through icons and diagrams),
and the relevant correspondence with the actual physical organisations.

2 The diagrammatic interface developed in the KIM prototype has been integrated in the
VENUS system.
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This overall structure has been designed to ensure a high level of openness and
modularity to the system, facilitating its exploitability in the live environment.
In fact:

* The structure of the underlying databases) is described in the repository,
permitting to easily install it in any working information system, without
modifying the actual programs.

* Each commercial product (i.e. DBMS and multimedia server) is interfaced
by means of a dedicated module, interacting with the system through a
common interface. Dependencies on external products are therefore limited
in well defined parts of the overall architecture and additional tools will be
integratable in the system also by third parties, by simply developing the
relevant interface.

Apart from its immediate exploitability in business environment, also future
evolutions will be facilitated due to the open architecture of the system, aiming
at integrating additional functions and technologies, also on the basis of the
experimentation and research activities which will be carried out during the
project (deductive databases, 0 0 data manipulation, visual interfaces, etc.)

In the following sections we will provide a short description of the main
functionalities and objectives of the main components identified above. Due to
the fundamental importance of the iconic interface, a more detailed discussion
will be provided for this module. The characteristics of the other elements will be
simply outlined for sake of completeness.

The iconic interface

On the basis of the analysis of the users and of their requirements carried out
during the exploratory action, it can be assumed that the iconic interface
represents the most effective and intuitive approach for the user to define and
query aggregations of concepts in a completely flexible modality.

In this paragraph we will shortly present the intended behaviour of the iconic
interface with respect to the different types of user activities.

The initial, atomic objects are the elementary concepts stored in the database (e.g.
patients, customers, materials, laboratories, etc.). These concepts are represented
by icons, to be defined at system generation time.

By specifying selection criteria in the existing objects and/or combining different
objects, the user can easily define his/her query. A query can also be created
through the diagrammatic interface, based on the Entity-Relationship description
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of the data. By assigning an icon to it, the user will be allowed to save the query,
which will become a new object, to be used for subsequent invoking and/or
manipulations (as discussed in the following).

The different queries can be stored in folders (libraries) to permit different types
of representation of the database, according to the different needs and viewpoints
of the individual users. Each folder is managed through a separated window;
queries can be copied and moved across folders.

Referring to the basic classification of users and queries, three types of activities
will be supported: executing a predefined query, creating a new simple query, and
creating a new complex query.

Executing predefined queries

When an object is selected, a window is opened showing the attributes,
defined parameters, that an end-user must specify to executed the query.
In Figure 6.4 is shown a conceptual representation of the Venus system.

Through the same interface all data pertaining to the selected concept can
be requested and retrieved, regardless of their actual location in different
databases and/or type. In the example it is assumed that the patient
information include structured data, textual information (e.g. anamnesys
and admission diagnosis) as well as images (e.g. last X-ray).

This approach permits to directly access the predefined queries, which can
be easily invoked by all types of users, without needing to perform a series
of steps before reaching the concept of interest.
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First name
Last name
Date of birth
Sex
LastX-Ray
Admission diagnosis

-Retrieval criteria

First name, Last name,
Admission diagnosis, Sex = "F

Figure 6.4 - Executing a query through the iconic interface

Defining simple queries

Two different types of simple queries can be foreseen: the additional
filtering of an existing object, or the aggregation of two objects connected
by a logical relationship.

Definition of additional filtering criteria in an existing object.

By specifying selection criteria in the attribute window of the selected
query, the user introduces additional filters in the retrieval process. As a
consequence he/she defines a sub-group of the original concept.

The defined query can be saved for subsequent executions. In this case, the
system asks for a label and an icon (which can be drawn by the user with
an icon editor), and stores the query as a child of the originating object,
automatically defining an additional layer of refinement under the parent.
The various refinements can be accessed by the user by using the
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"explode" command, as shown in figure 6.5 (where we assume to have
created two children from the "PATIENTS" object, called "MEN" and
"WOMEN").

Figure 6.5 - The refinement of an object, by means of its children

This top-down refinement permits to avoid an excessive concentration of
objects in the window, facilitating the user in identifying the concepts of
interest, at the best level of detail for his/her requirement. On the other
hand, however, it must be noted that the user is allowed to move the
objects across the different windows, in order to organise his/her desktop
in the way most suitable for the intended purposes.

Creating complex queries

Complex queries can be defined by the users by incrementally combining
the results of simple queries (created as described in the previous
paragraph). Alternatively, the ER diagrammatic representation can be used.

In fact, the two representations (iconic and diagrammatic) are closely
integrated with each other: by clicking on the ER command, the system is
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able to show the Entity-Relationship diagram of the part of the database
corresponding to the selected object, as shown in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6 - The integration of the iconic and diagrammatic interfaces

This facility permits the experienced user to have a more comprehensive
understanding of the conceptual elementary entities and of their mutual
connections.

Obviously, the diagrammatic interface can also be used to define a query,
by selecting the concepts of interest, the selection criteria and the
navigation path directly on the Entity-Relationship schema. An icon will be
associated to the query, and it will be considered as a child of the
originating object.
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This functionality permits the experienced user to switch between the
different types of representations of the database, to define his/her query in
the modality most effective for the specific needs.

6.3.2 The display of results

The main function of the Result Display module is to provide the user with
a friendly means of viewing, manipulating, and printing the result of a
query. The problem of displaying the result of a query is usually
considered of secondary importance, and has received little attention.
There are several aspects, however, that should be considered when
dealing with this problem. These mainly regard the user's background (e.g.
if he is a casual or experienced user), his knowledge of the application of
interest, and the amount and type of the data to be displayed.

User requirements and objectives

The management of the data inside the module will be homogeneous,
independently of the type of the result. This means that the user will be
able to interact in the same manner both addressing traditional data or
multimedia type data. The data extracted is presented to the user in a
tabular or record-by-record format. This method is insufficient, however,
when dealing with complex or multimedia type data. A multi-valued
attribute, for example, does not allow the use of tabular representation. A
special window, containing the values of the specific attribute, will be
developed to display these attributes. A similar problem occurs when
treating with images or sound attributes (or other types of multimedia
data). In all these cases, mixed types of representations will be used (i.e.
separate windows for images, texts, moving video, etc.).

The result is likely to be more in detail than is required by the user.
Therefore, facilities that allow to manipulate the data in a manner that is
appropriate to his needs are foreseen. These will allow to create multiple
data views, permitting the different users to concentrate on specific
aspects of the retrieved data. These include:

* customizing and saving a result mask (i.e. moving, resizing and renaming the
mask components);

* deleting/hiding columns and/or records from the result;
* switching from a tabular representation to a record-by-record visualization;
* sorting on desired fields;
* search and jump facilities.

A relevant need in the viewing of data is the requisite of creating abstract
representations. Facilities that allow the user to specify the data of
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interest from the raw larger body of data that was retrieved and afterward
create the abstract representation (i.e. graphs, reports, etc. are also
foreseen).

These requirements have been identified also considering the different
types of users that will interact with the VENUS results display module.
While casual and inexperienced users are unlikely to require complex
functionalities and will preferably interact with a user friendly mechanism
that will simply allow the browsing of the result, a professional and more
experienced user will require, instead, rapid mechanisms allowing to
manipulate the data to meet his needs.

6.3.3 The personal database

In several occasions the user needs to store the result of a query in a local,
personal database for further analysis and manipulation, possibly through
the same interface that allowed the initial extraction of the data. Moreover,
it is likely that this data may be needed as an input in subsequent queries to
the original remote databases. In order to allow the storage of the data in a
suitable, structured format, a personal database manager (PDB) will be
considered like proposed by requirement analysis.

Objectives
The main objectives of the personal database facility can be summarized in
the following two points:

* store the result of a query in a local user - defined database that is accessible
through the same interface used to initially specify the data of interest. The
structure of the objects stored in the personal database is not predefined but will
depend on the structure of the data retrieved from the main database(s);

* use the data stored in the PDB as input in further queries to the other databases.
This actually means retrieving properties of the data previously stored in the
personal database that is located elsewhere, possibly in a database at a remote
location.

User requirements
The user requirements that must be solved by the personal database
manager are summarized in the following.

* The system must be capable of managing multiple databases (remote and/or
local).

* The structure of the personal database (PDB) is not static, but will depend both on
the data that the user wishes to store and on the structure of the main (eventually
remote) database from which the data was first extracted. In fact, the structure of
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the table(s) that will contain the final data depends only on the query that has
been performed.

* It must be possible to use the user's personal data as an input in new queries
towards the main database(s). Note that this is a particular case of the more
general problem of expressing a query in which the components come from
different databases and possibly from different locations, in which the replication
of some of the data is allowed.

It order to clarify this last point, it is important to consider that in a
distributed environment the exact location of the data usually is not known
by the (casual) user (although in all systems he should be able to find the
location - e.g. server name - of the data of interest). Moreover, data
replications are usually handled directly by the system and are consistent.
Instead, we are assuming that the user has replicated a certain amount of
data in his personal database, and updating the data contained in one
database will not affect the other data. The user also knows the location
(e.g. DBMS server node) of the components of the final query. He will be
able to specify this information in his query in order to perform the desired
information retrieval.

It should be noted that the functionality described here will be addressed
mainly by a more experienced user who issues and performs complex and
ad-hoc queries. The primary goal of the system is to simplify the access
towards data. This goal should be reached, however, including some
powerful tools and functionalities that will allow the (experienced) user to
manipulate and retrieve heterogeneous data.

An example of the use of personal data: Astrophysical data

As a simple use of the PDB facility, let us consider astronomical data.

Several different astronomical institutes have sets of information (e.g.
images, spectrum analysis, etc.) for a large number of observational entities
(e.g. stars, galaxies, etc.). In these cases the access to the actual data sets
regarding a single observational entity is achieved through several
appropriate catalogues. In order to retrieve the final data a remote user
must access first the catalogue, select the type of data sets he wishes and
then, in a second phase, gain access to the desired information. Through the
PDB facility, an experienced user may create and fill his own personal
(local) catalogue on his workstation, simplifying and speeding up the final
access to the desired data.
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6.4 The integration of multimedia data

In this paragraph we summarise the key points relating to the integration
of multimedia data in the query system.

Multimedia information represents a fundamental component in the
organisation database. Accessing and retrieving these data together with all
the linked traditional information represents a qualifying aspect of the
system, to provide the user with a comprehensive and consistent support in
its activities.

VENUS integrates some of the major results of these projects, by
providing a common interface to permit the access and retrieval of the data
physically managed by these servers.

6.5 The experimentation and user acceptance activities

The activities aim at experimenting the system in real environments and at
promoting its acceptance represent one of the key-points of the project.

Direct experimentation in the working environment

Two large organisations (Policlinico Gemelli and ENEA) directly
participate to the project as leading edge users. They have contributed in
the formalisation of the requirements and will install the system in their
working environment, to directly experiment it and facilitate the possible
refinements. This will permit to demonstrate two actual installations of the
system, integrated in live information systems.

Two other demonstration centres are installed (one in Ireland by IMS and
one in UK by Futuremedia) with the cooperation of external (user)
organisations, to facilitate the organisation of presentations in the various
European Countries.

6.6 Research activities for subsequent evolutions

The research activities foreseen in the VENUS project aim at studying
advanced mechanisms to practically support the user in his/her activities, in
order to identify guide-lines for subsequent evolutions of the system.

On the basis of the actual users requirements main topics addressed in the
research activities can be summarised as follows:
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1. defining a new data model having both object-oriented and deductive
capabilities;

2. linking such a model to traditional DBMSs;

3. providing an adaptive visual man-machine interface to various databases
described in terms of such a model;

4. defining an advanced data dictionary in order to describe the overall
system knowledge.

Definition of a new data model, having both object-oriented and
deductive capabilities

Starting from the main results, we envisaged the need for the new project
of being based on a data model more powerful than the Entity-
Relationship one. The analysis of the most recent results in the field of
data modelling, and the need of adopting a semantic model easily
combinable to the most diffused DBMSs, lead to propose a new model
with a formally defined significant set of object-oriented characteristics.
Moreover, the structuring mechanisms of the model have to be
considerably powerful in order to suitably cope with the representation of
multimedia data. Existing semantic and object-oriented models are not
tailored toward such data; in fact, the specific multimedia characteristics
seem to require ad hoc modelling mechanisms which take into account
both the structure of the represented information and their interaction
with other data types. It is worth noting that a visual interface may
provide a strong contribution to the problem of dealing with data types
whose natural representation is inherently bidimensional or
multidimensional, like for instance geographic or pictorial data types.

However, while object-oriented models provide powerful structuring
mechanisms, they have a weakness in the expressive power of the
associated query languages. In particular, one limit is in the lacking of
mechanisms for inferring implicit knowledge from stored facts (e.g. the
possibility of automatically inferring that the grandfather is the father's
father). In order to overcome such a limitation, we propose to introduce
the deductive capabilities typical of the logic programming inside the
object-oriented structure of the proposed model. Moreover, we will
benefit from the reasoning possibilities of the language not only in the
query phase, but also for checking the consistency and correctness of the
database schema.
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Connection of the new model with traditional DBMS

It might be expected that an object oriented data model would be
implemented on the top of an object oriented DBMS. However, since one
of the aims of the VENUS project is to provide a uniform interface to
existing heterogeneous databases, and the most widely diffused DBMSs
are based on the relational model, we need to define an object oriented
database schema for every participating relational database schema, and
also to define a mapping between these schemata so that a query issued
through the user interface can be mapped (and optimized) into an
equivalent relational query. Note that this approach is significantly less
complicated than constructing an object oriented DBMS on top of a
relational DBMS, an approach which has been attempted by several
researchers, but which is likely to be very inefficient.

Adaptive man-machine interface

Based on the proposed model, and taking profit from the experience
acquired during the exploratory action, we wish to define a visual query
environment that allows a user to issue queries in a friendly way, using
both the diagrammatic and iconic paradigms. It is worth noting that such
an interface has to provide a visual representation (that is a visual syntax)
for both the data model and the query language as defined above,
therefore both object-oriented and deductive features have to be visually
expressed. Jointly with this, the system usability has to be favoured, which
mainly determines the user satisfaction. Generally, existing query systems
have limited capability in addressing to wide classes of users. To
overcome such a limitation, the VENUS system should be able to create a
user profile which formally describes the user interests and skills, and,
according with them, allows the system to interact with the user in the
appropriate way. The profile should be dynamically maintained by the
system according to the analysis of the interaction history (including both
queries and user reactions to system messages).

Definition of the advanced data-dictionary, supporting the system

The same visual interface will be used for querying the database
metaschema, as expressed through an advanced data-dictionary. In fact,
one of the crucial goals in the VENUS environment is to describe and
maintain the overall knowledge it manages. It includes knowledge about
both the stored applications and the environment itself (meta-knowledge).
While these two types of knowledge share the same representation
mechanism, i.e. conceptual schemata, the problems to be solved are quite
different. In fact, the environment knowledge is represented by a unique
conceptual schema, whereas the application knowledge is stored in a
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number of schemata (very often several hundreds of schemata). Such
schemata should be organized so to allow all the users of the information
system to understand the meaning of the available data together with the
relationships existing among them and between application knowledge
and environment knowledge. Moreover, different data models, different
level of abstraction, and different point views are adopted in describing
data; so an unifying strategy is needed.

A Data Dictionary able to solve the above problems must include:

- a suitable set of models, each one emphasizing specific characteristics
and properties of the resource it describes. No universal model can
represent in a uniform way all the typologies of resources stored in the
dictionary;

- a set of structuring primitives, able to relate the schemata populating
the Data Dictionary;

- a metaschema, describing the structure and the relationships of the
above models;

- a meta-model and a set of translation functionalities, that allow to
migrate from one model to another one.

7. Project management

7.1 Organisation of the Venus Consortium

As it has been discussed previously, the project has three objectives: 1) the
development of a working prototype; 2) the experimentation and promotion of
the prototype in business environments; 3) the identification of further
improvements to be introduced in a subsequent phase.

To provide the skills and the structure to fulfil these objectives, the Venus
Consortium includes industrial IT organisations (both software houses and
manufacturers), actual users and universities, organised as shown in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7 . 1 - The structure of the Consortium

C O R E T E A M J
The core group of partners consists of the industrial organisations
which are responsible of the actual design and development of the
prototype as well as of the overall management of the project from
the technical, organisational and market-oriented points of view. It
consists of four selected organisations: software houses, with a
specific experience in the architectural aspects and the specific needs
of the query environments, having also participated to the KIM
exploratory action: GESI (Coordinating partner) [I], Irish Medical
Systems [IRL], Futuremedia [UK] and IIRIAM [F].

SUPPORTING TEAM

The group of the supporting (associated) partners consists of a selected
of significant organisations, with a specific role in validating the system
and supporting its acceptance by end users.

According to the individual structures and missions, they have promoted
the exploitation of VENUS.

The Policlinico A. Gemelli [I] and The ENEA [I] directly install and
experiment VENUS in the working environment of their organisations, to
practically demonstrate the validity of the approach and permit
refinements on the basis of the actual users requirements.
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RESEARCH TEAM ]

The group of the university (associated) partners is mainly responsible
of carrying out advanced research activities, to be used as the basis of
future improvements in the query system, as well as of providing
suggestions for specific aspects in the actual development.

The group consists of the Dipartimento di Informatica e Sistemistica and
the Dipartimento di Scienza dell'Informazione of the University of Rome
"La Sapienza", and the Trinity College.

7.2 Management structure and criteria

The management structure, shown in Figure 7.2, has been organised according to
the objectives of the project and the composition of the Consortium, to ensure
the integration of individual contributions and a high level of manageability to the
various activities, without creating unnecessary overheads.
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Figure 1.2- The management structure of the project

The Steering Board, chaired by the Project Director, is responsible for the
political monitoring and coordination.

The Project Management Team is responsible for the daily management of
activities. It consists of the Project Director (chairman, responsible for the overall
coordination and of the final technical aspects), the Finance Controller and the
Market Coordinator.

Three Committees, reporting to the PMT, provide the coordination of the
workpackages in the individual homogeneous areas of activities: a) research; b)
technical activities and c) market and experimentation.

Such a structure improves the flexibility of the management activities, by
reducing the number of partners involved in the discussions to only those
members who are actually engaged in the individual activities. As a consequence
it will avoid the potential problems which could come out due to the large
number of partners in the Consortium.

On the other side, it has permitted to ensure the synergy of all contributions, by
means of the overall integration provided by the PMT and (subsequently) by the
Steering Board.
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8. The VENUS architecture

8.1 The VENUS high-level architecture

The main requirements of the VENUS query environment are:
* to display an integrated view of the underlying data (stored in different

databases of different DBMSs), independent of the data model used by
each system;

* to allow the user to interact with (and query) in a friendly fashion such
view.

All data inside the enterprise, accessible through VENUS, will be described
through a unique entity relational (ER) conceptual schema. The user shall be able
to interact, however, not only with ER schemata but also with iconic interaction
schemata. These two schemata will be mapped upon the internal integrated
conceptual ER schema as shown in the next figure, which depicts the high-level
architecture of the data description schemata of VENUS.

External (user) Schemas

Internal VENUS
integrated schema

Target data servers'

logical schemas

Target data servers'

physical schemas

Figure 8.1: Architecture of the VENUS system

While the ER Interaction schemata are actual subschemas or views of the internal
integrated schema, the iconic interaction schemata are associated to queries
(parametric; not necessarily fixed) on the schema.

In figure the target DBMSs are also illustrated. Two among the most popular
RDBMS have been chosen (i.e. Sybase and Oracle), together with a documentary
bas (AIRS) and an image database manager (VIMS).
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8.2 VENUS Processes

Based on the discussions carried out previously on what VENUS will do, we can
explode VENUS into three main processes. The first will manage all aspects
associated to schema interaction and the query process (i.e. display of the ER
schemata and icons, perform the query, select and highlight objects, etc.). The
second process will manage the functionality of transferring the results of the
user's actions to the target data server's DML, extracting the result and
integrating it. Finally, the third process will be in charge of displaying the result to
the user, manage the (eventual) storage of it into the user's personal database and
provide result mask manipulation capabilities. These three main processes are
illustrated in figure.

VENUS

Query
process

Extract and
integrate result

Display
and manage

result
and Personal DB

Internal
data User

t

Figure 8.2: The main processes of the VENUS system

Each process will need (configuration) information on the schemas, logical data,
etc. to correctly perfom its tasks.
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8.3 The VENUS Object-based Architecture

In the previous paragraphs we have discussed all of the main, high-level processes
and the interactions among them. In this paragraph we shall highlight the actual
elementary components of the system and describe the actual object-based
architecture.

The following figure identifies the main elementary components and visually
represents them.

Interface to text

server (AIRS)

Interface to
Sybase (RDBMS

Result collator

and keeper
nterface to pers.

database server

Display results j
nterface to image

server (VIMS)

ersonal database

manager

Figure 8.3: The VENUS object-based architecture

The interaction (i.e. the interfaces) among the elementary components is
described by simple lines between the components. The component on the signed
end provides a set of services to the component on the other end. For example in
figure the Query process will provide services only to the users, while it will
request services from several other components.

As can be recognised, the users and their requests to VENUS have been
encapsulated in an object. This decision, while being the most general possible,
has the characteristic of transforming the functionalities of the system's user
interface into specific interfaces of external components (in future versions of the
system). This may allow external parties to develop applications that could
connect directly to VENUS by using the interfaces defined within this document.
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Let's analyse a bit in detail the interaction occurring between the components.
This will also clarify the interaction modalities and the sequence of calls and
synchronisms between components.

The User will interact with the Query Process to access the actual data by
performing a set of actions on the interaction schemas (thus creating a conceptual
query, or activating with particular parameters stored queries; i.e. icons that may
be pre-defined or user-created). Once the user has finished, execution of the
query will be requested by the User to the Query Process. This last module will in
turn provide all the information to the Result Collator and Keeper who will
recognise and transfer them to the appropriate data servers through the Data
Server Interfaces. These will retrieve the single results and feed them back to the
Result Collator and Keeper, who was in feet waiting for an answer from the
Data Server Interfaces. Only after the result is collected and integrated (or an
identified error has occurred) will the Result Collator return control to the Query
Process (with a return code or message). The Result Display shall then be
activated, for result visualisation and manipulation by the User. If he wishes,
through this module he will activate the Personal Database Manager to store the
result of the query.
Each object shall directly manage (locally) any data needed for its particular
activities. The Query process, for example will manage all data on schemas, icons
and users, while the result display will manage data on result masks.

Although it is not explicitly mentioned in the object-based architecture and
arguments treated up to now, it should be noted that VENUS will be supplied
with a Help Module (which can be considered as an integrated portion of the user
-interface).

8.4 Configurations of the VENUS system (Network Topology)

In this paragraph we will discuss the distribution factors, describing the possible
configurations envisaged for the VENUS system.

General Configuration
The following figure illustrates the configuration that is envisaged for VENUS.
The user interface of VENUS shall be based on MS-Windows workstations
connected via TCP/IP to data servers, which will be mainly based on UNIX
System V environments (except for the VIMS image server which is a PC-based
system).
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PC Server
running VIMS

Data Servers

Figure 8.4: The general technological configuration of VENUS

Three of the data servers in figure reside on UNIX platforms. It is possible to
have only one UNIX platform with more than one data server on top of it.

Stand-alone Unix-Based Configuration
The possibility of having the whole VENUS system running on a single UNIX
workstation with OSF Motif and the desired data servers (e.g. Sybase or Oracle
or AIRS) is envisaged even if the actual porting of the user interfaces has not
been planned. This configuration is illustrated in the next figure. This excludes,
however, the possibility of adding the facilities of the VIMS image server since it
needs a separate data server on which to run. This is the reason the dashed line to
VIMS is displayed in the figure.
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Figure 8.5: A possible technological configuration of VENUS, with the
whole system running on a UNIX workstation

Stand-alone MS-Windows based Configuration
The data servers that will be interfaced are all based on UNIX (except for
VIMS). Thus, the possibility of having the entire system running on an MS-
Windows workstation is not envisaged. A stand-alone windows configuration is
illustrated in the following figure. It should be remarked however, that such
configuration will not allow the interfacing of AIRS, Oracle, and Sybase since
these will be located only on separate servers. This is the reason they have been
included in the figure connected via a dashed line.

Outside the scope of the VENUS project, however a stand-alone version of a
previous prototype (the KIM exploratory Action) has been developed in the MS-
Windows environment. The experience gained in this action will be possibly
exploited in VENUS.

Workstation

Data Servers —
Data Server

TCP/IP (—-.
Network [[_jj

I SERVER

PC-Sener

UNIX Server Server
running AIRS, running MS-

Oracle Sybase Windows, data server
and Motif <VW«S>

Figure 8.6: A possible technological configuration of VENUS, with the
system running on an MS-Windows PC
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Remote and local data servers configuration
Although not currently implemented, some other solutions for the technological
configuration exist. They are characterised by the fact that one or more remote
UNIX servers are connected through wide area networks (WANs) based on
specific and popular protocols. This configuration is illustrated in the following
figure.

Workstations

TCP/IP
Network

Remote
connection

UNIX Server
running a data server

PC Server UNIX Server UNIX Server
running VIMS running a data server running a data server

Data Servers

Figure 8.7: A possible configuration with remote UNIX data servers
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9. Enea's Experimentation Scenario

ENEA is the Italian Agency for the New Technology, Energy and the
Environment. The enterprise is organised according to a structure foreseeing
three main departments: "Technological innovation", "Energy" and
"Environment".
The "Technological Innovation Department", in particular, is composed of
several areas; among them, the "Diffiision and Technological Transfer" sector is
the one in which the two pilot units involved in the Venus project operate.
These units, placed in Rome at the Casaccia Research Centre, have the mission
of designing, developing and promoting the use of databases and advanced
systems for the "Diffusion of Scientific and Technological Information".
In the named units, the Venus prototypes have been installed to carry out the
experimentation and validation activities. In particular, ENEA has prepared a
Pilot Center for all experimentation phases of the Venus interface.
Moreover, in order to extend the Venus experience also to other departments, for
an internal exploitation, a number of heterogeneous end users has been selected,
besides the ENEA Venus User Group currently operating.

9.1 The Pilot Center

In the ENEA's Pilot Center the end users can query to the following ENEA's
databases:

- COMETA Materials Module
- COMETA Laboratories Module
- European Programs

The DBMS adopted, in the old scenario, to manage data is ADABAS and Sag
Natural language in a mainframe environment (IBM 9000, MVS) with SNA
protocol and 3278/9 Emulation.
The ENEA staff has ported the previous environments under Oracle DBMS
installed in a SUN Sparcstation 10 (Unix) with Tcp/ip protocol.

9.2 The configuration of the Pilot Center

The Pilot Center has been equipped as follows:

Server

- One MINI Computer SUN Sparcstation 10 64 MB Central Memory, 1464 MB
Hard Disk, CD-Rom, Tape Unit 150 MB and Video Super G 19" Unix Solaris
1.1, ORACLE D B M S . Vers. 6.4.3.1.
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Networks & Protocols

- Local Lan Ethernet, Tcp/ip
- Windows for Group 3.11
- Enet, Decnet
- Enet, SNA

Workstations Client

- Two Personal Computers IBM VP 486 - 33 Mhz, 8 MB Ram, 170 MB HD
SVGA Video, Keyboard and Mouse; DOS 5.0/6.2, Windows 3.1 and 3.11

Softwares: Management Tools, Communications, Editing, Graphics
Presentation
Net adapters (3270 Connection, Etherlink II)

- Two Laser Print Epson EPL 4100.

9.3 The Databases

The ENEA's existing databases are, in synthesis, the following:

COMETA Materials Module

COMET A was born in the 1983 as an Integrated Information System on
Components and Materials concerning the Energy and Technological Innovation
fields.
It manages information dealing with:
Power Plants, Components, Product, Materials, Classes of Materials, Application
fields, Experimental Tests, Equipment, Laboratories, Institutes/Industries.
Such information represents a fundamental support concerning the following
main areas:
Research & Development, Design, Reliability, Industrial Promotion.

In particular the COMETA-Materials is the module of COMETA that manages
data and information on:
Metallic and non Metallic Materials, Products, Classes of Materials, Application
Fields and the Use of Materials, Suppliers.

The end users interact with a full screen menu, in the old environment, by means
of which the various functions of interest can be selected.

With the Venus interface, instead, the end users use and manage a series of
queries located in personal libraries.
In order to give a more precise idea of the typologies of the information
commonly retrieved when working with Venus interface to Oracle-Cometa
Materials Module, some of the most frequent queries, like in the old context, are
briefly summarised in the following:

- Display attributes of a given Material
- List of the experimental tests performed on a Material
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- List of Products composed of a certain Material
- List of Materials having a given Chemical Composition

- Selection of Materials whose technical attributes have given values (Hardness,
Tensile strength, Module of Elasticity, etc.)

- List of Materials belonging to a given class
- List of Materials having a specific Use within a given Application Field.

COMETA Laboratories Module

The COMETA-LABORATOREES Module has been developed in collaboration
with the Italian Ministry of Research, in agreement whit Italian Act N. 46 of the
17th February 1982, which in article 4 foresees the creation of a "register of
highly qualified and appropriately authorised, external public and private research
laboratories".
It manages information about:
Laboratories, Equipment, Possible tests, Research topics, Companies and
Industries on behalf of which the laboratories carry out research activities.

Some of the main functionality provided by the module with the Venus
interface are summarised in the following points:

- List of laboratories whose denomination contains a given word
- List of laboratories grouped by Region
- List of laboratories involved in a given activity sector
- List of laboratories involved in a given research topic
- List of the laboratories possessing equipment identified by a certain word

European Programs

The European Programs Module has been developed in collaboration with the
Italian Ministry of Research.
It manages data dealing with Research European Programs, Calls for Proposals,
information regarding Proposals and the involved Partners.

In the following points, some of the main functionality realised with Venus
interface, are listed:

- List of existing European Programs
- List of Programs whose name contains a given word of interest
- Display information about Calls for Proposals
- Display information regarding a given Proposal
- List of the Partners which have presented Proposals for

a given Program
- Information about Partners of proposals.
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10. End Users Validation

10.1 The Validation process

The validation process within the whole life cycle of the Venus system is based on
a project methodology "user centered" that starts with a users requirements
analysis and closes with the usability measurement [User Requirements
Document Ul/1, Addendum].

According to the methodological guidelines adopted in the VENUS
project[Costabile], the system (and particularly the user interface) will
incrementally proceed from the first limited prototypes to the final system, as a
joint task performed by both developers and users. Therefore, the evolution of
the system, especially as to what concerns the interfacing mechanisms, should be
carried out on the basis of proposals by designers and developers, by gearing
them to user priorities. This evolutionary process, anyway, must follow general
methodological criteria, clearly defined and commonly agreed among all partners.
A common effort should be spent, therefore, to solve those problems that could
prevent proper attention being paid to an effective organisation and exploitation
of testing phases (here we refer to tests and validation of both partial incremental
prototypes and the final system).

On the basis of these considerations, the validation methodology represents a key
point for the whole VENUS project, two main aspects being identified as crucial:

* general methodological guidelines, which also take into consideration the
present state of the art in the research community;

* the end users point of view, also in terms of practical scenarios and operating
requirements for the validation activities.

In order to allow for both the issues of interest, the working group responsible
for delivering the VENUS validation methodology is composed of designers,
representatives of the research community and users' representatives.

In this global scenario this document has to be inserted as a contribution to the
validation methodology from the final users' standpoint, particularly as to what
concerns organisational aspects and operating requirements.
Moreover, the document aims at contributing to a baseline workplan of the
activities to be carried out in order to allow designers/developers and users to
implement and evaluate incremental prototypes (particular attention being paid to
the interactive components of the system) on a participative basis, therefore
enhancing efficiency and synergy of the combined effort.
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10.2 Importance of Validation

Most computer software in use today is very difficult and complicated to use,
hard to learn. Difficult to use software wastes user's time, and makes the end-user
frustrated, and so discourages use of that software.

In order to minimise these problems, an evolutionary development based on
incremental prototyping activities is the approach adopted in the VENUS project,
the basic elements of it being represented by "construction" activities (e.g.
implementation of prototypes), coupled with "evaluation" activities providing
feedback and checking each implementation against the initial specifications.

The evaluation activities in software development involve two main aspects
(corresponding to the two types of feedback which are expected from an
"evaluation" activity):

* Verification
Checking for consistency and completeness.

* Validation
Evaluation, based on measurements and human judgement, of the result
of a "construction" activity (e.g. a prototype) with respect to its "usability"
(a detailed definition of what we mean by usability will be dealt with in the
following paragraph).

In other words, the validation activity can be seen as a particular kind of
evaluation, aiming at answering the question of whether the implementation
developed from a set of specifications still meets the requirements of the final
users involved.

With that respect, here we take validation to mean evaluation of the suitability
of a product resulting from construction activities (prototypes and/or the final
system).

On the basis of these considerations, a good validation process, since it aims at
increasing usability, results to be a powerful means to the system success, also
encouraging the final user to interact with it and to exploit all its potentialities.

As a consequence, usability concerns must be actively included in the whole
development process, and we firmly believe that only a systematic effort using
established methods can qualify as effective usability engineering and therefore
produce satisfactory results.

Moreover, even consistent and complete methodological guidelines, though
having an intrinsic validity, may not completely achieve the foreseen goal if not
fitted for the actual operating environment; effective methodological guidelines
may turn out to be ineffective or, even worst, impracticable, in the real situations.
This may arise from a lack in the analysis and specification of practical scenarios,
operating requirements and possible peculiar constraints.
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In other words, a not adequate and deep knowledge of the concrete situation may
cause validation and experimentation efforts to became more of a hindrance than
an aid in achieving the final objective of the target system.

On the basis of these considerations, a detailed description of the operating
contexts is a basic prerequisite for the validation activities.

The main crucial aspects involved in the description of the target operating
environments can be summarised according to the following points:

- the end users of the system
particularly in terms of their main characteristics and skills

- activities performed by the target users
a description of the overall daily job scenario and the identification of roles and
responsibilities of the target users both within the working unit and with
respect to the overall organisation.

10.3 The concept of usability

As it was pointed out in the previous paragraph, the validation activities aim at
evaluating the "usability" of the target system.

"Usability is the extent to which a product be used with efficiency and
satisfaction by specific users to achieve specific goals in a specific
environment" [MUSIC Esprit Project #5429].

The concept of usability can be defined in terms of efficiency, satisfaction,
flexibility and attitude.

- efficiency : it is defined as performance which is better than some required
level, and achieved by a required proportion of the user population in a range
of usage environment.

- satisfaction : easy understand of the graphic interface and user friendly
working way.

- flexibility : adaptation to some specific range of variation in users tasks

- attitude : acceptable levels of human cost (e.g. fatigue, discomfort) and
perceived benefits.
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10.4 Usability test plan

In this paragraph, we briefly discuss some aspects dealing with usability testing
of the VENUS system, and, therefore, concerning techniques to be adopted and
activities to be performed when testing prototypes.

It is worth pointing out that here we intend to focus on the role of prototypes in
the whole life cycle of the system and, above all, on the.activities to be
performed in order to test them, rather than analysing prototyping design
strategies and development techniques.

Therefore, in this paragraph (and within the whole document), we point out the
most crucial issues relevant to prototype testing, without entering the details of
the incremental prototyping approach (i.e. how to test prototypes rather than how
to build them).
As a consequence, the concepts presented here are intended to have general
validity, not depending on the particular types of the involved prototypes and
their specific goals.

One of the most important reference for the VENUS project, dealing with the
definition of the usability test plan, is Albert Badre (Georgia Institute of
Technology).
The main concepts on the ground of which the usability test plan proposed by
Albert Badre is based are briefly summarised in the following points.

- Generate audience requirements statement

The starting-point for a usability test plan is the clear and complete definition of
users' needs.

- Perform task analysis

Within this step, a detailed study has to be performed as to what concerns the
target user population, particularly attention being paid to the activities and tasks
to be carried out.
On the basis of this first analysis, a first nucleus of the overall system structure
can be envisaged and an idea of the main characteristics of the user interface can
be drafted.

- Set user interface testing

* Absolute goals
Within the usability testing phase, a consistent set of measurable, specific goals
dealing with the behaviour of users when working with the system must be
specified.
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* Relative goals
Goals belonging to this category imply the concept of comparison, both of
system performances with other (competitor) products, and between different
realisations of the same portion of the target system (e.g. the time needed by
an expert user to perform a given task by means of the target system must be
20% less than the time needed to perform the same activity with a competitor
product, in the same conditions).
The concept of comparison results to be fundamental in the usability
evaluation; (at least) crucial functionalities of the system should be
implemented according to different mechanisms and approaches, and the
results of measures performed on the various realisations should be analysed
and compared.

As to what concerns the specifications of goals, both absolute and relative, it is
worth pointing out two important aspects:

* The established goals must refer to users' behaviour and performance. In other
words, what the usability evaluation aims at testing is how the user works with
the system and not how the system works (i.e. the user must be tested, not the
system alone).

* Each goal must be observable and measurable. Goals are based on hypotheses:
it is necessary to identify and create conditions that allows to observe them.

- Paper based prototypes

By means of paper based prototypes, (a part of) the system interface can be
easily proposed to final users in order to gain first comments and suggestions,
thus having a basis for discussion and a first nucleus of crucial aspects to
investigate and improve.

In paragraph, the experience gained within the VENUS project during the paper-
based prototypes phase is presented in more detail.

- Prototype user interface testing

Also on the basis of both the system design and the results of the paper-based
prototypes phase, a set of running prototypes should be produced, depending on
their goals and particular problems which each prototype is designed to help
solve.

In the following points, a set of activities that represent a starting point to each
prototype testing phase are briefly summarised:

* define specific user tasks and supporting materials
* define types of data to be collected
* identify number and types of users (based on the audience specification)
* schedule/cost for first iteration.
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- The steps for each iteration

An effective prototype testing must be an iterative process rather than a single
activity.

- Techniques for prototype testing

In the following points, some of the technique commonly adopted in prototyping
testing activities are: Structured observations, Bench marking, Controlled
experiments.

This argument is widely dealt with in the document "A methodological
framework for evaluating the VENUS system in real environments" [SC-10/04-
002].
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11. User Requirements

11.1 Objectives and needs when accessing data

This section illustrates some basic aspects that have arisen during the various
activities carried out in order to define the user requirements for Venus.

The first part presents an overview of the main needs and expectations of the
users in most companies and job realities, with particular respect to the main
problems users have currently to face with when accessing data; a few basic
system requirements have been consequently identified.

The second part analyses more in detail the main features that the system should
provide, also specifying those problems each one intends to solve and those
activities it supports.

Finally, among all those presented, some basic requirements are briefly
summarized again, grouped according to the types of activities they support.

11.2 General requirements

The information systems scenario, in the organisations and in the enterprices,
shows an inhomogeneous ensamble of database environments, with different
access methods, technical features, supported functionalities and interaction
mechanisms. A high degree of heterogeneity exists between traditional database
management systems and those based on new and advanced technologies; the
same heterogeneity can be also found both among traditional databases and more
advanced ones. A fragmentation of the whole information basis in a set of
autonomous applications and databases, and the various data are spread over a
set of insulated information sources.

The current situation in many business environments' data management is
therefore characterised by a lack of coordinated guidelines and the development
of ad hoc solutions for each need and mission.

The present trend of information systems in the business environment reality is
towards a deeper gap between old and new.
On the other hand, it cannot be expected that old archives be converted to a
standard; it is also probable that no "single" standard could be found, that would
satisfy all requirements arising from such diffrent database structures as those
which can be found in most organizations.

Moreover, the whole information of interest is often located in geographically
dispersed, besides of heterogeneously structured and managed, databases.
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On the basis of these considerations, the need to rely on a uniform perspective on
available information results as a basic requirement when dealing with data
access; users must be able to express queries without having to know to which
database(s) they will be addressed.

In other words, users need a query environment which handle both the
geographical distribution and heterogeneity aspects, providing a uniform
"virtual integration" on different databases and efficient information
handling capabilities.

Moreover, it is worth pointing out the rapid development of technical
improvements and advanced solutions in the data management field, which reality
each information system has to cope with.
In other words, either an information system is designed to be flexible with regard
to technological evolutions, or it becomes obsolete in a short term.

These considerations represent the rationale of the request that an information
system be based on an open architecture concept, being able to foresee
expansions and improvements and allowing system adaptation to new
technologies.

On the basis of what has been discussed up to now, the key issue is to integrate
the available data in difffrent views, to be accessed and managed by means of a
uniform mechanism.

11.3 From the end user point of view

The main general requirements to be fulfilled, in order to provide users with a
valid support in their activities while accessing data, deal with the aspects
summarized in the following points.

Handling disconnected information

In many situations, it results practically impossible to obtain an exhaustive and
coherent overview of all the information that in some way are implicitly
interrelated in a particular subject.
For instance, one database may contain information that is pertinent to
information stored in others.
Problems arise for users when does not exist any mechanism in order to bridge
these isolated "islands of information".

Handling heterogeneity

Heterogeneity, and the problems it causes, is reflected at various levels:
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- Physical heterogeneity
Data stored by different database management systems (or file systems) on a
variety of hardware platforms, generally have different formats, index
mechanisms, record lenght, etc.

- Syntactical heterogeneity
The various databases have their own denomination of objects, rules,
abbreviations, and, of course, their own query language.
As a consequence of this situation, it often results to be practically ipossible for
novice users to remember exactly how to sintactically formulate their queries in
the various available environments.

- Semantic heterogeneity
Users are forced to face with many problems at the semantic level. For instance,
different meanings can refer to a single term (homonyms) or, on the contrary, the
same concept may be represented by means of various different terms.

- Contextual heterogeneity
This aspect mainly refers to difficulties arising for users when terms and concepts
are interpreted in different ways, depending on the context in which they are
found (business environment, professional area, science discipline, etc.).

On the basis of what has been discussed, the tasks that users have to perform
while managing data in their job activities, may result complex under many
perspectives (also taking into account both the amount and the complex
organization of the data that are managed in most companies).
From the whole business organizations' point of view, this also bears upon
efficiency, productivity and reliability of the obtained results, that is cost increase.

In order to be supported in their activities, users need to be relieved from the
burden of knowing the actual (physical) organization of the data, which
frequently depends on specific technical requirements and uses concepts users
are not familiar with (e.g. fields and codes do not belong to the "natural" reality
of users).
They should neither have to remember too many details on how formulating
queries (eg. the meaning of acronyms), nor to learn additional query
languages and access methods in order to query different databases.

Different integrated views have to be provided on the available data, and several
types of interaction methods should be supported, in order to adequately fulfil
different needs (e.g. experienced users should be also provided with the
possibility to access data the way they are used to).
Heterogeneity has to made transparent to users, by means of a uniform, user
friendly interface, and the access mechanism must be based on criteria related to
the actual reality and operating modalities of users, rather than relevant to
technical features (e.g. users must act on objects which reflect the semantics
of data and the logic connections among them).
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11.4 Different access levels to information

A systems that aims at facilitating users in retrieving data, must take into account
both possible different needs of various groups of potential users, and diverse
interests of users pertaining to the same group when managing different data.

As an example, we can consider three groups of potential users that can be
usually found in many environments:

- A group of people working in a particular area, having a considerable
experience in managing those data, among all the available ones, which are
closely related to the area in which they work.
Potential users of this group have a deep knowledge of both the semantics of the
data related with their area, and the structure of such data.
They know how the involved data are organized and have a high degree of
familiarity with retrieval methods associated to them.
However, this applies exclusively to information dealing with the area in which
they are involved.

- A group of potential users which can easily understand both the semantics and
organization of a set of data, because of the analogy with their usual work, but
lack familiarity with the methods used to retrieve such data.
Mostly, they have a quite deep knowledge of a certain cathegory of data, as such
data represent either the whole or partial information needed and manipulated in
their job activities, but ignore how to access them by means of information
systems (e.g. nurses which manipulates data stored in the ward database but do
not know how to access them).
Probably, the structure of the organization in which they are involved foresees a
dedicated job profile to access data (e.g. EDP centre personnel).

- A group of users that is generally familiar neither with the organization of the
data nor with access mechanisms.
For instance, they may be novice and, consequently, still unexperienced in the
manipulation of those data which, in any case, will represent a considerable
portion of their work.
Alternatively, they may be involved in other types of activities and only
casusually interested in a set of data (e.g. theoretical astrophysicists and statistical
astronomers which are not involved in astronomical observations and need to
access a space data archives).

The major goal is to provide all the potential user groups with a support in
accessing data, according to their needs and experience.

Users pertaining to the first group make a frequent access to the information
system, usually in order to perform complex researches, that are often based on
both the analysis and integration of various sets of data, also by means of various
iterations.
They probably need using an efficient access mechanism (e.g. a textual interface)

for the portion of the data they best know. When accessing information not
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strictly pertaining to their area, they will need a more supportive mechanism;
nevertheless, they will be interested in low-level and detailed data.

The second group of potential users mostly works on a low abstraction level, and
can only work with a user-friendly, supportive interface.

Similarly, the last group of users mentioned in the example needs to be guided
and facilitated while performing queries. Moreover, they require to work on a
relatively high level of abstraction, and should not be bothered with unnecessary
detail information.

On the basis of the previous considerations, a single global view that integrates
and homogenises heterogeneous information is a necessary requirements,
but it does not results to be sufficient in order to meet the actual needs of
the various potential users.

In order to reach this goal, other two basic requirements are to be added:

- support various views of the whole available information, at both the
same and different levels of abstraction.
The system should also allow the user to manipulates views, transforming and
personalising the representation of the available information.
Each view should have an "owner", that is responsible for any change introduced.
In general, transformation of views (maybe transformations of conceptual
schemata) do not always implies introducing simplification. If conceptual
schemata are to be used to represent information, a set of possible
transformations on schemata has to be defined and then consistently supported
(e.g. deleting a concept, replacing a concept with new ones in order to specialise
it, etc.).
A non-diagrammatic way of representing and manipulating views should also be
provided.
The possibility of merging views has also to be taken into account, as well as
defining mechanisms to store and retrieve views and to share views among
various owner-users (e.g. by creating independent copies of a view or permitting
more than one user to access the same view).

- support a layered access to information.
A hierarchical access structure is needed, which spans from a general overview
description of the available data, up to instance-level information.

As an example, a summary description level should contain high-level key
information about all the accessible data in a uniform, homogeneous way.
This key information results to be an important support while making an initial
investigation of the potential usefulness of a set of information objects.
A second layer should provide a kind of information which is still descriptive but
at a more detailed level.
Another layer should be responsible for providing the actual data stored.
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11.5 Support features according to different user profiles

As it was mentioned more than once in this document, a basic characteristic of
the Venus system is to support various types of users in different ways, according
to their actual and peculiar needs.

Providing a detailed classification of potential users is not a trivial task and is out
of the scope of this paragraph (ENEA end user classification, in section 12 is
discussed).

Nevertheless, some basic features of the target system can be simply identified by
roughly dividing the user population into casual and experienced users.

Without intending to provide a complete evaluation, users may be described as
casual if:
- make random access to the system, in order to have simple informations arising
from a well defined and identifiable request;

- are not familiar neither with the available operating procedures, nor with the
actual organization of the data (in terms of semantics and logic structure of the
various data).

These users will probably need to perform queries that we can define "simple
queries", and will require a type of access that has to be:

- quick, that is based on the definition of a few parameters and selection criteria;

- intuitive, whith whose term we intend to represent an access permitting to
operate without any knowledge of the structure of the involved database(s),
neither at the conceptual level, nor at the logjcal-phisical one;

- supported and guided by the system in the identificartion of the semantic
aspects of the available information.

Experienced users frequently access the system and perform "complex queries",
which imply information analysis and integration, often by means of subsequent
iteractions.

They require the system to provide operation modalities and research
functionalities mainly characterised by:

- a complete query language, allowing users to define complex selection criteria
(this requirement will be reflected, from the user interface point of view, by the
need of a textual interface);

- an incremental evolution of the research activity. This can be obtained, for
instance, by means of a mechanism that allows a temporary storage of retrieved
data in dedicated structures; users should be able to use these structures for a
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further analysis, which may be performed both locally and by means of
integrations with the whole database of interest;

- a personal database environment should allow a customized access to the
available information, by means of user defined views, as well as support personal
storage of data;

- the storage of defined queries in libraries, for further execution and
modification. Users must be also allowed to organise the structure of the various
libraries, according to their needs and operation plans.

11.6 Providing a user-friendly, supportive interface

In many points of this document, two basic concepts have been stated:

- users need an environment providing a uniform perspective on the whole
available information in a user-friendly way;

- many cathegories of users can be supported by the system in their activities
while accessing information; it must, however, be added that each group of users
has its own objectives, needs and experience degree, and that their demands may
often be defined conflicting rather than simply different.

These considerations lead us to require that the query environment support
several types of interaction methods and support degrees, in order to adequately
meet different standpoints.
Users must be provided with the possibility to choose their own interaction
methods, according to their actual requirements, profile, and particular interests.
Moreover, the flexibility of the interfacing mechanisms should allow the user to
operate these different methods in the combinations he/she may find appropriate
in the various cases.

In the following points, we present some general aspects, to be taken into
account when designing and developing the system interface, which resulted to be
important requirements during interviews, demonstrations and surveys.
It must, however, be added that the concepts that are going to be presented,
represent general guidelines rather than proper rules. The practical application of
these principles, in fact, must arise from compromises between various conflicting
factors and involves trade-offs between contradictory demands.

- The system must provide users with feedbacks, in order to inform them what is
going on, especially in the case of a foreseen significant delay in response time.
Lack in feedback mechanisms often causes mistakes: the users wonder if the
system is at a fault and their reactions are unpredictable.
However, it must be carefully avoided to overload the dialogue with an
exaggerated number of feedbacks, as they may have an opposite disturbing effect
(e.g. often, a simple colour change of objects is better than a message or a sound
feedback).
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- Users should always be able to know which part of the system they are in.
Especially when users have not yet gained experience with the system, they may
forget which facility they are using, and, as a consequence issue the wrong
command.

- Users should be never locked into an option. As many functionalities are
selected accidently, the interface must provide escapes from options.

- The interface should use the minimal number of dialogue steps necessary and
reduce the amount of typing for users. A slow, multi-step dialogue, in fact, may
be supportive at first, but, once users have learnt the dialogue steps, becomes
frustrating.

- The system should provide on-line help whenever possible.

- The way commands are to be issued must be consistent throughout the whole
interface (e.g. the "escape" command should have the same abbreviation and
always the same effect, which, in this case, could be terminating the current
operation and returning up one level in the interface hierarchy).
Concurrency contributes to reduce the occurrence of mistakes and the amount of
information users have to learn about the interface.

- The dialogue should mainly driven by the user.
In other words, the principal state of the interface must be the system awaiting a
user's action. The action (and reply) of the user is the main event the interface has
to deal with: it changes the interface from one state into another as the system
react to the user, issuing messages and performing actions until further human
interaction is required.
Consequently, the user should be able, whenever possible, to choose the
subsequent state of the interface.

Considering the mission of the Venus system and the great variety of potential
users, Direct Manipulation represents the interface style that best suits the
interaction requirements of the system (with special regard to the needs of
unexperienced users). This term refers to interfaces which includes windows,
icons, mouse, pop-up menus.

The central idea of these interfaces is that the user sees and directly
manipulates representations of availabe objects.

Objects are represented on the screen, so that thay can be addressed by simply
pointing at them with either a mouse or a similar control device. Pointing and
selection invokes system operations in a simple and immediate way.
Moreover, objects are often allowed to be moved around the screen: in this way,
new associations between objects may be easily established and system functions
issued.
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By means of the Direct Manipulation interfacing mechanism, the system
can model objects and operations in a more direct and "natural" way than
most other interface styles.

Some essential features of the direct manipulation style can be summarized in the
following points:

- the action the user performs results to be explicit, as he/she directly points and
manipulates objects on the screen;

- the results of the actions performed can be immediately visible providing users
with feedbacks (e.g. when an icon is selected it is highlighted);

- user actions have an incremental effect (e.g. dragging objects across the
screen);

- the interaction is rather intuitive, as the screen shows objects the user is familiar
with (e.g. icons and operations on them are more intuitive than command
languages statements); moreover, the user is helped in building his own
conceptual model of how the system operates;

- users can gradually discover and learn system facilities, as they explore the
system; as a consequence, the complexity of the system can be envisaged by users
as having an "onion" structure (which is easier to learn and use);

- many actions are easily reversible, by simply reversing the sequence of
manipulations;

- a useful pre-validation of user actions is performed: only valid interactions have
an effect (e.g. if the users points at an object which has no sense in the current
state of the system, nothing happens on the screen); this contributes to avoid
mistakes, without bothering the user with error messages.

11.7 Representing the available data in an intuitive way

As it was mentioned in several points of this document, releasing the user from
syntactic and implementation details represents a basic requirement of the
Venus system.

Crucial in the effort of reaching this goal in an effective way, is to define adequate
representations of both the available information and the functionalities provided.

A quite "natural" and intuitive way to express a query is represented by directly
pointing at the objects involved.

A possible approach implies the usage of a graphical interface and a conceptual
model (e.g. the Entity-Relationship model) in order to represent the information
(the user interacts with a conceptual schema of the data of interest).
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The experience gained during the KIM Exploratory Action, gave a validation of
this approach.

The usage of an Entity-Relationship schema in order to perform the interaction,
resulted to match the requirements of users expressing complex queries.
The mechanism to define queries is intuitive: the user points first at the "main
concept" he is interested in (that can be seen as the entry point of the query); after
that, he/she selects all the other concepts involved, both following paths of
concepts and comparing concepts that are not directly connected to each other.

This mechanism, however, even if simple, may become too onerous for those
users which need to perform either simple or ripetitive, pre-conceived queries;
moreover, users not familiar with computer systems and conceptual schemata,
need to spend a initial effort in order to learn the main concepts involved in the
Entity-Relationship model.

Users may be greatly facilitated by an iconic interface, to be used, when needed,
in parallel with the diagrammatic one, and not exclusively.

Icons are becoming increasily popular for representing objects and commands in
control interfaces.
The great advantage of icons is that they are realistic, so users have not to spend
great effort in learning what they represent (the more realistic icons are, the more
they are useful and attractive for users); moreover, acting on icons, rather than
typing command language statements, is something that users feel more natural
and familiar.

As a precaution against ambiguity, which problem icons intrinsically suffer from,
some explanation text can be associated with each icon. One picture, in fact, may
be interpreted in different ways by different people, and poorly designed icons can
lead to incorrect interpretations.

The usage of icons cannot be universal, although can be extremely useful in most
cases.
The expressive powers of the two complementary models (diagrammatic and
iconic) do not perfectly match: each type of interaction model suits a particular
set of requirements.

The system should provide users with both the representation models, and allow
them to choose their own interaction method, according to their actual needs and
current objectives.

11.8 Summary of the general user requirements

In this paragraph, we briefly summarize, among all those identified, some
essential requirements, which seem to have a high degree of both stability and
priority.
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They will be mainly presented in terms of functionalities, also grouping them
according to the types of activities they support.

A draft conceptualization of the activities performed when accessing database
systems in homogeneous sets can be envisaged as follows:

- identify the data of interest;
- define queries;
- display results;
- store data for subsequent manipulation.

Identify the data of interest

The query environment must be able to handle both the geographical distribution
and the heterogeneity aspects; this must be done without requiring any convertion
of existing archives to a new standard.

Users must be released from syntactic and implementation details.
The available data have to be represented in an intuitive way, and the user must
be allowed to act on objects that reflect the semantics of the data and the logic
connections among them.

The interaction with the users must occur by means of a Direct Manipulation
interface, which also has to include a set of facilities (e.g. a zoom function) in
order to help the user to maniplulate objects.

The Entity-Relationship and the iconic model are two effective and, to a certain
extent, complementary methods to represent information.

Inhomogeneous and distributed sources have to be virtually integrated by
supporting more than one view on the whole information, at both the same and
different levels of abstractions.
For each type of representation of the information (e.g. diagrammatic and iconic),
mechanisms to build and manipulate views must be studied, as well as
mechanisms to merge, store, retrieve and share views.

The system has to provide a layered access to the information, spanning from a
general overview up to the instance level; it is essential, in fact, that the
environment provides capabilities for both looking at the structure of the
information of interest and inspecting the actual data (at the instance level).

Define queries

The query definition mechanisms provided by the system must be able to support
various types of users, according to their profile and needs.

In order to support unexperienced users, that need to perform "simple"queries,
the system has to provide a quick, intuitive and guided mechanism.
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On the other hand, a complete query language and a personal database
environment must allow experienced users to perform, also incrementally,
complex researches on the available data.

Both the diagrammatic and the iconic interface should allow the user to express
queries by means of simple and natural actions on objects represented on the
screen, also giving feedbacks to inform the current status.

Display results

The user must be allowed to customize both the format and the layout of the
results. Difirent types of presentations of the results should be also provided by
the system.

Store data for subsequent manipulation

The environment must allow the user to store both queries and data for
subsequent manipulation and reuse.
The user must be able to store queries (possibly represented by means of user-
defined icons) in libraries. The structure of the various libraries is to be organized
by the user itself, according to his/her current needs.

The manipulation of queries in libraries has to be obtained by means of simple
actions on objects (e.g. if queries are represented by icons, moving a query from a
library to another one, could be done by dragging the involved icon across the
screen).

A personal database should also be provided, that allows users to store a
"personal view" of the available data and perform correlations and comparison
with the target database(s).

Before to describe the experimentaion and validation phases, carried out in
ENEA Pilot Center, in the following tables (Tabb. 11.1.-2-3), a set of user
requirements are showed. According to the aspects covered, the user
requirements have been organised in: organisational, technical, user interfacing.

The first group contains all requirements that regard user and enterprise aspects.
The second group contatins some technical requirements of the systems, while,
the last contains specific end user interfacing functions.
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Organisational Requirements

Code

UR/1.1

UR/1.2

UR/1.3

UR/1.4

UR/1.5

UR/1.6

UR/1.7

UR/1.8

Item

Training Courses

Technical Contact (hot-line)

Robustness

Consultancy

Documentation

Demo Version

Low Price

HW or SW lock mechanism

Requirement

The organisation of courses
should be envisaged

A technical contact (through a
telephone n.) should be ensured
for on-line help for users when in
trouble

For an extensive internal and
external exploitation, the
robustness of some modules
should be improved

The technical parties should
consider providing consultancies
for installations and system
follow-up

A detailed set of user and
technical manuals should be
available for users

A demo version should be
envisaged for demostrations to
external organisations

An obvious requirement for a
successfull product

This should avoid illegal copies of
VENUS releases

Tab. 11.1
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Technical Requirements

Code

UR/2.1

UR/2.2

UR/2.3

UR/2.4

UR/2.5

Item

Independence of O.S. or
tools

A VENUS module monitor
should be available

Installation procedure

Automatic connection
procedure

Automatic configuration
procedure

Requirement

The system is currently dependant
on the TCP/IP protocol of
Novell. Other, popular systems
should also be considered

This would allow users to verify
the state of all VENUS modules
along the network and eventually
activate and/or restore locked
modules

Should be envisaged also for non-
expert users

To be used after system crashes
or when the network fails

To be used at least for the data
contained in the dictionaries of
the interfaced DBMSs like Sybase
and Oracle

Tab. 11.2
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User Interfacing Requirements

Code

UR/3.1

UR/3.2

UR/3.3

UR/3.4

UR/3.5

UR/3 6

Item

Use of mouse and Keyboard

Define an Iconic query
language

Look and feel of the VENUS
User Interface

On-line Help

User-defined Views

Result Display Templates

Requirement

The system should be usable in
all areas with mouse or
keyboard

Useful for query composition

A minor re-design of the User
Interfacing (QS and RD)
modules may would ensure a
more uniform look to the system

The On-line help should contain
any further documentation that
is edlivered

More flexibility in the definition
of user-defined views

Very useful for the production
of documents containing
extracts of results obtained
through the system

Tab. 11.3
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12. Experimentation and validation methodology in ENEA's

environment

The VENUS Project follows a User-Centred approach, in which different groups
of end-users are involved in the system development from the beginning. It is
known now that, in order to develop a system which is effective, efficient and
easy to use, it is necessary that the evaluation of the system is carried out during
its development, rather that at the end of the project.
In the above mentioned methodology, the life cycle of the VENUS project is
detailed. We can distinguish six different phases: analysis of task and users,
usability goals, I generation of prototypes, II generation of prototypes, III
generation of prototypes and, finally, the real final version. The end users have
been involved in all the phases, providing an evaluation of the system at each
stage.
In the methodology at each phase some evaluation methods are proposed, which
one that are considered to be the most appropriate for that phase.
A we said before, this project follows a user-centred approach, so the users are
involved in all the six phases of the life cycle, beginning from the analysis of task
and users and going on until the real final version. The role of the users is
extremely important, because, testing the different prototypes, they provide
remarks, indications, suggestions, comments, etc., that are incorporated in the
system development.

The methodology foresaw that at each phase, after testing the current prototype,
if the results of the validation activity were not complete or not in accordance
with the usability goals, then this testing phase would had to be repeated, making
so an inner testing cycle.

Generally, developing a project, there is a gap between the 'theoretical' part (the
methodology) and the 'practical' one (the developing). If the theoretic researcher
produces a working methodology without keeping in mind the deadline of the
final version, or eventual time constraints, the technical resources and budget, his
work may be beautiful, but not applicable to the real case. On the contrary, if
more importance is given to implementing aspect, aiming only to produce a
product in the least possible time with only the final testing phase, avoiding the
intermediate ones, there is the risk that at the end the product can be a failure.

So it is necessary to reach a trade off between the 'theoretical' and 'practical'
aspects related to a system which has to be developed.

This trade off was the basis of our methodology, allowing us to give equal
importance to theory and practice.
In the system development the experimentation and validation have been applied
in all the prototyping phases, beginning from the first generation of the prototype
until the real final version, in perfect accordance with what the methodology
suggests.
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Also applying a methodology of this kind, we met some problems, common with
all the projects which are broken down in some relatively independent pieces that
are developed by different partners, but that, however, assume meaning only if
they fit together, like dowels of a puzzle. These problems may arise for reason
due to the expire date of the presentations prototypes, in order to accomplish all
the work synchronising with the other partners.

However, working all together, researchers, developers and users, we have
overcome such problems and we are successfully at the end of the VENUS
Project.

12.1 Evaluation Methods Applied

In the methodology five different types of evaluation methods are illustrated:
analytic, expert, observational, survey and controlled experiments, methods which
can be applied to obtain a system usability evaluation. The choice to apply some
of them (or all) depends on what is being evaluated, who the evaluation is for and
what it is possible to reach.

Since in the VENUS System development the most important thing was to
provide as much information as possible to the designer in order to obtain an
improvement of the next release of the prototype (belonging to the same
generation or to the following one), it has been decided to apply the survey and
observational evaluation methods, basically to have an immediate feedback from
the users and an overall assessment of usability. Reasons exist for which methods
like controlled experiments, even if very important, have been discarded.
In fact, this evaluation method is difficult to apply for the controlled conditions
that they imply during a normal scientific experiment. Moreover this difficulty
increases when people are part of the experiment, because it is very hard to
control experimental conditions when external surroundings may influence human
behaviour.

12.2 The Survey Evaluation Method

The survey evaluation method, especially questionnaires and interviews, is used in
all the testing phases, in order to obtain information about the system usability
from the end-user point of view.

Different kinds of questionnaires have been proposed, differences depending on
the actual phase of the life cycle of the project.

For the first phase, the analysis of task and users, besides interviews, Quest 1 has
been applied in order to define the user profile to create different classes of users.
The results were collected in [ Ul].

The first generation of the prototype was a paper-based prototype, in which the
screens with initial function of the system were illustrated and presented to the
users.
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For this testing phase interviews, instead of questionnaires, have been used. The
reason of this is the idea that interviews are the best tool to make the user familiar
with a prototype that he interacts with for the first time. It is necessary to
accompany the user through the navigation of the different generations of
prototypes, without scaring or putting pression on him or discouraging him, in
order to allow hims to have stimuli for a free section.
However, for the nature of the (paper-based) prototype, users had the possibility
to intervene directly on the prototype itself, wrote their comments and
judgements on the pictures that simulated the functions of the system.

The second generation of prototype was the realisation of the paper prototype on
the screen, allowing the users to use direct manipulation to explore the system.

This prototype was a running prototype, without real connection to a functioning
database, but with a connection to a demonstrative one on the domain of interest
(Cometa).
For this testing phase three questionnaires have been applied: Quest2, Quest3,
VQuest. To explain the reason of three questionnaires at this point of the project,
we have to make a flash back to the methodology. One of the first request of the
methodology was to well define users' profile and, consequently, the different
classes of users. As we said above, this was made in the initial testing phase,
using Quest 1. But the JG (Joint Group, a group made of users' representatives,
i.e. the interface between the end users and the other people involved in the
project and vice versa, experts of human factors and designers), whose work was
to validate the produced results, established in a meeting that it would be better
to enrich that document with other information in order to well define the
different typologies of users. It was necessary to deal in the same manner with
different classes of end users that belong to separate working reality, in fact one
belongs to the hospital, the other to the applied scientific research working
environment. So Quest2 had the aim to refine end users' typologies.
Instead, the aim of Quest3 and VQuest (Venus Questionnaire) was to test the
query selector.
Quest3 aimed to obtain information on how difficult/easy was for the user to
formulate queries, to create icons, to interact with the system, etc.; it aimed also
to obtain information on the lacks of the system, on the problems met by the user
during the interaction with the prototype and on the possible solutions to them.
Both Quest3 and VQuest aim to obtain an overall assessment of usability asking
judgements on the simplicity/difficulty of the prototype, on the level of
satisfaction achieved, etc.

The third generation of prototype represents an improvement of the prototype of
the second generation in order to overcome all the problems highlighted during
the previous testing phase. In addition, there is also a new module, the result
display, to allow the users to see the results of their queries. For this testing phase
the questionnaire Quest4 has been applied. The aim of Quest4 was to test the
new component of the system (result display) and its integration with the
previous prototype.
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In the last phase we have tested the real final version of the interface, which is an
improvement of the prototype of the third generation in order to overcome all the
problems highlighted during the previous testing phase. In addition, there is also a
new module, the Query Generator, which allows the users to formulate a query
directly on an E-R schema, instead of using SQL as the query selector allows. For
this testing phase the questionnaire Quest5 has been applied. Its aim was to test
if the problems emerged within Quest4 have been solved and to give an overall
assessment on the satisfaction of the users interacting with the system.

The questionnaires Quest 1, Quest2, Quest3, Quest4 and Quest5 have been
developed by Enea, while VQuest has been developed by DSI with the support of
Gesi.

In the following Figg. 12.1 and 12.2 the methodological steps and the evaluation
methods for theoretical and practical aspects are showed

Analysis of Users,
Tasks and UsaMtty

Goals
Surveys

I - Generation
Prototypes

II - Generation
Prototypes

III - Generation
Prototypes

Product

Surveys, Expert

Surveys, Expert, Controlled
Experiments,

Direct Observation, etc.

Surveys, Expert, Controlled
Experiments,

Direct Observation, etc.

Surveys, Expert, Controlled
Experiments,

Direct Observation, etc.

Figure 12.1 The theoretic evaluation activity
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Figure 12.2 The practical evaluation activity

12.3 The Observational Evaluation Method

Using the observational evaluation method the users are observed during the
prototype testing phase. We can distinguish two different observational methods,
one direct and the other based on the recording (by video tape) the user
interaction with the system.
The observational evaluation method allows us to quantify some elements, like
the time necessary to the user to perform a task or the numbers of errors a user
makes, and to focus on some others, for example to discover the critical points
met during the interaction (e.g. when the user needed help and/or manuals, etc.).
Obviously, the use of video tapes guarantees measures more precise than by
direct observation, since when you are using video, you can stop it and you can
reset the time if you need to repeat the temporal analysis, white, using the direct
observation, if you have not taken the exact time, you can't repeat the previous
action (user work + timer) without influencing the user (that now knows already
what he has to do).
Recording the interaction user-system presents some problems: 1) with respect to
the Italian law, the user has to allow that his work will be recorded (it implies that
he has to be informed previously); 2) when the user knows that he is being
recorded, his behaviour may be not natural, and he may work in a different
manner from a normal working session.
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Moreover, since, as we said before, not all the users are comfortable when
shooting by video, (it depends on the psychological characteristics of the users),
sometimes the direct observation is better. In this manner we can also have an
indirect measure of user attitude, negative or positive, respect to the system.

With the observational evaluation methods, it is possible to locate some
measurable parameters that, analysed and quantified during the testing phases,
can illustrate a synthetic view on the usability of an application software. These
parameters can be grouped in a card, called Metric Card.
Now we are testing the VENUS system, and we use the Metric Card to collect
the results of the different testing phase.
But the chosen parameters have a validity which exceed the specific product. It
means that they may be applied also to test the interface of other applications.

In the literature, many researchers have addressed their work to schematise, using
only few parameters, the broad evaluation of usability given applying the
observational evaluation method. Among them, we find Albert Badre that shows
four kinds of usability measures:

1) time to learn, the amount of time that a person spends to learn the
system functionality and how he can use such functionality to accomplish
his task;
2) time to perform a task, the amount of time that is necessary to a user to
perform his task. It is important to notice that this time is related to user
work, not machine work;
3) number and type of errors, related to the errors that a person makes
during his interaction with the system,
4) length of time a person will retain the information, measure given by
retesting some users at regular intervals.

Another schema is given by Ben Shneiderman, who considers the four sequel
usability measures:

1) time to learn
2) speed of performance
3) rate of human errors
4) human retention over time.

These two definition are in accordance for the first and the fourth point, but they
are not for the other two points. In fact, in the definition of Shneiderman, at the
second point there is speed of performance, but this measure is ambiguous
because it may be referred to the user as a time to perform a task, or to the
computer as the execution time. In the usability evaluation we are interested only
in the users response, not in the computer execution time, so the Badre definition
is more fitting than this one.

A rate of human errors (the third measure indicated by Shneiderman) is not a
good measure, because it is not complete and does not explain the kind of errors.
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Also the third one indicated by Badre is not well defined, because in a card it is
not opportune to list all the type of errors that the users make when testing the
system and to quantify such errors with a number.
An analysis on the type and the occurrence of errors is very important, but it has
to be done in a more specific and detailed context, not in a metric card which has
to illustrate, as we was saying above, only a synthetic view on the usability of an
application software.

There are some weaknesses making measures of usability. For example, one of
them is given by learning time, because it is difficult to know when learning has
occurred. This was one of the problem met during the experimentation phase of
the VENUS Project.
A possible solution presented by ENEA was to consider two different time: Tl
the time necessary to the user to execute a task for the first time and T2 the time
necessary to the user to execute the same task for the second time. If the time T2
is lower than Tl (how logically it should be) we can consider T = Tl - T2 as the
learning time, i.e. the time which the user needs to understand how he can
accomplish his task using the system.
This learning time has been applied during the testing phase of the third
generation of prototype. In fact it has to be applied when there is interaction with
a running prototype. So it is impossible to use it for the first generation of
prototypes, because in this phase we are working only with paper prototype. For
the second generation of prototype we have a running prototype, but the task to
be accomplished is the execution of a query using the query selector. This implies
an interaction with SQL too.
So it is difficult to know how many time from T = Tl - T2 is due to learning the
system and how is due to learning SQL.

As second measure we can consider the time necessary to the user to perform a
task (obviously this measure has to be done on the same task for all the users).
For the VENUS system this time may be the time necessary to formulate a query,
or to use the result display to create a personal one, etc. As third measure we use
the number of errors made by the user to execute a task, not also the type (as we
criticise to Badre above), in fact we return a description of the type of errors in a
context more suitable than a metric card.

As fourth measure of usability we introduce the number of helps requested bv the
user to execute a task . Obviously, it is important to know where the help is
necessary, but this explanation has to be done in a more specific and detailed
context.

As fifth and last, but not least, measure we introduce the reaction time, i.e. the
time that passes from the instant in which the user sees a window and the instant
in which the user himself clicks on an icon.
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So we have defined five parameters:

1) learning time (T = Tl - T2)
2) task performing time
3) number of errors made by the user to execute a task
4) number of helps requested by the user to execute a task
5) reaction time.

Among this five parameters, we have used the ones in 2), 3), 4) for the second
and the third generation prototypes, and 2), 3), 4), 5) for the real final version.

The results analysed and collected in this document are that produced by ENEA.
The results analysis has been made keeping in mind the distinction among
different classes of users. We consider three different classes of users: who uses
the database for his work a lot of time at the days (daily use), who uses the
database for his work not all the days (frequent use), and who uses seldom the
database for his work (rare use).
This distinction is made considering that all the ENEA users are familiar with
computers and with the mouse and with the databases.

12.4 Description of the Prototypes and their Modules

During the experimentation phases of the Venus Project the following
generations of Prototypes of the Venus System were tested. They are shown in
Tab.l.

Generation
I

II

in

IV

Name
Venus Paper
Prototype
Venus Query
Selector
Venus Integrated
System
Venus Integrated
System
New Version

Modules
Query Selector - Result Display

Query Selector

Query Selector - Result Display

Query Selector - Query
Generator - Result Display

Tab. 12.1 - Generation of Prototypes

12.5 Venus Paper Prototype

The first idea of the Venus user interface has been tested with end user's
representatives by means of a paper-based prototype, built on the basis of both
the results of the user requirements phase and the conceptual design of the
VENUS system as main inputs.

This represented a significant experience within the whole VENUS project, also
providing a rich basis for discussion and useful indications for subsequent
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activities, dealing with both the proper user interface development and general
strategies according to which testing activities should be carried out.

The goal of the prototype

The paper based prototype has been conceived at an early stage of the design and
represented the first "meeting-point" between end users and designers since the
user requirements phase has been concluded.
Therefore, its purpose was wide and general, the prototype having been
designed to validate the global approach of the VENUS interface and aiming at
raising rather than solving problems.

The prototype could be imagined as divided into four sections, each one focusing
on a specific, though wide, concern:

A- Select data of interest

B- Build conceptual queries according to different approaches

C- Display results.

12.6 Venus Query Selector

The Venus Running Prototype consists in a query management system able to
access one or more data bases. The data bases considered in the prototype are
off-line and the prototype has an internal representation of such databases a little
view on Cometa Materials Module. The formulation of the queries happens by
means of an icon's activation. The icons regard three types of context, which are:

- Data Bases Icon [Domains]
- Library of query/ies Icon
- Query Icon

The End-User, with this generation of prototype, can create and manage icons for
a personal use.

In particular, the End-User can create two type of query icons: simple query
icons and complex query icons.

12.7 Venus Integrated System

The Venus Integrated System has two modules, the Query Selector and the
Result Display, that are integrated in a unique system. This generation of
prototype is linked to the Unix Server through a network with tcp/ip protocol,
the communication software and the Venus-Unix/Oracle Module. In particular,
the Venus-Unix/Oracle is the interface to the Oracle environment. Oracle is the
D.B.M.S. used in Enea to manage the existing Enea's data bases (Cometa
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Materials Module, Cometa Laboratories Module and Programmi Europei) used
for the experimentation of the Venus interface.
The Venus Integrated System has the new version of the functions of the Query
Selector Module.
The End-User, with this generation of prototype, can create and manage result
displays for a personal use after a query to the data base.
The use of this system permits to the End-User to do a complete session of
enquiry and a personal use of the results.

12.8 Venus Integrated System New Version

The Venus Integrated System New Version is the last prototype of the Venus
interface.
It has three modules: the Query Selector, the Query Generator and the Result
Display.
This prototype is very innovative because with the Query Generator an End-User
can create very complex queries without the knowledge of the SQL language.
Moreover this prototype contains the last versions of the other modules [Query
Selector, Result Display] developed with End-User's contribution.
This version contains an upgrade and more efficient release of the Unix Module
that interfaces the Venus system to the Oracle environment.
This system manages the last versions of the presentations of the data world in
terms both of conceptual schema and of repository of the Enea's Data Bases
[Cometa Materials Module, Cometa Laboratories Module and Programmi
Europei].

This last system illustrates the end user's production of icons realised during the
experimentation and validation phases.
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12.9 Types of Users

The ENEA end users have been divided into the following categories:

Category
Scientists and technical experts
Information brokers
Operators of Technological gateways
Designers, EDP staff
Administrative staff

N. of User
3
2
1
5
4

Tab. 12.2 - Category and number of End Users

Category

A - Scientists and technical
experts

B - Information brokers

C - Operators of
Technological gateways

D - Designers, EDP staff

E - Administrative staff

Field of interest

Corrosion, Chemistry

Internal Dissemination of
Information

External Dissemination of
Information

DB and EDP
Management

Financial and
Administrative
data Management

Unit

Dept. Innovation

Central Management of
Studies

Dept. Innovation

Deptt. Innovation,
Energy, Environment

Dept. Innovation

Tab. 12.3 - Category-Field-Unit
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Category

A

B

C

D

E

Information needed

Info. about Materials.
Laboratories. EXD. Tests.
EuroDean Programs, Standards

Tnfo about Fne.rpY, T^rhnolojjft*!,
Matfriyig Environment,
Computer Science, Economy,
Conferences, etc.

Info about Materials,
Laboratories. Components.
Tests. Standards, Patents,
European Programs. Laws

Info about Materials.
Laboratories. European
Programs. Software, Hardware,
Networks

Info about European Prosrams.
ProDosals. European Partners.
Departmental Administrative data

Activities

Research in the field of
innovative materials

Queries on bibliographical
DBs in support of research
activities performed within the
ENEA organisation

Dissemination of scientific and
technological information,
Seminars, Courses, Stages,
Consultations, Technical Co-
operations with other
enterprises

DBs, EDP and Networks
Management

Support for the participation
to European Programs,
Financial and administrative
data management

Tab. 12.4 - Category-Information-Activities

In Tab. 12.4 all types of information that the Venus interface can enquiry are
underlined.
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In Tab. 12.5 the end users and their participation to Venus tests are listed.

Category

A

B

C
D

E

User

A. Mignone
B. Schippa

E. Ponzelli

M.A. Ronchetti

A. Sano'

E. Tozzo

D. Padiglione

S. Dipinto

R. Cannata

G. Napoli

M. Cosimi

A. Scarficcia

F. Ficola

P. Federici

C. Patria

P. I
Gen.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

p.n
Gen.

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

p. in
Gen.

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

P. IV
Gen.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Tab. 12.5 - Enea's Users activity with Venus Prototypes

12.10 Tools used

The tools used during the phases of the test have been the following:

- User's activity Form
- Metric Form
- ENEA Questionnaire series (realised by means of QUEST 4 software)
- Questionnaire VQuest (DIS)
- Video

All tools used, except for the DIS Questionnaire, have been defined by Enea for
the support of the test to acquire the fundamental elements required for the
development of the Venus interface through the collaboration of the Users Group
and theTechnical Staff.

12.10.1 User's activity form

Enea has realized a series of user's activity forms (Appendix 1), that define an
End-User session of test. In this form the activities compiled by the users during
the test on the Venus Prototype are synthetically listed.
In this experimentation phase the activities, according to the experimentation
standard, are the following:
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- Access to the prototype
- Use of the system
- Collection of user remarks

12.10.2 Metric Form

Enea has defined a set of metric forms, regarding the parameters to be analysed
by the staff during the test (Appendix 1).
The parameters considered, in the phases of the experimentation, are the
following:

- Number of Errors
-Number of Helps
- Time to perfom a task
- Specific parameters for each test session (toolbar, icons, etc.)

12.10.3 ENEA Questionnaires [QUEST 4]

Enea has designed, according to the Quest Methodology, five Q1-Q5.

The questionnaires have permitted to analyse the same fundamental information
concerning the End-User profile and to monitor the test sessions of the Venus
Project.
The results can be found both in the paragraph regarding results and in the
graphics (Appendix 3).

12.10.4 VQUEST Questionnaire

At the end of the test of the Query selector running prototype every End-User
has compiled the Questionnaire prepared by DIS (Paper version). The
questionnaires have been sent to DIS for the analysis of the results.

12.10.5 Video on test user's sessions

Enea has integrated in its experimentation activities on the Prototypes of the
Venus interface with a Video recorded during the End-Users' sessions.
It is very important to underline that eight of Enea's End-Users have partecipated,
with their authorization, to the video on the specific phases of the Venus Running
Prototypes test. The Videos have been used for both the standard and free
sessions.
This choice is based on the following considerations:
- It was important to see the different reactions in the same standard session
- It was important to see how they move in an autonomous way in the free

sessions
The recording time of the videos has been brief. Every video-session has been
centered on the specific activities related to use of the prototype. Both the
designer staff and the validation staff have received specific information for
subsequent analyses.
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13. Tests results

Alter illustrating how the methodology has been applied in the development of
the VENUS system and after illustrating which evaluation methods have been
used, now the testing phases and the collected results will be described.

In order to experiment, evaluate and validate the interface of the system, it has
been necessary to arrange an appropriate place in which to carry out the tests.
For this reason the center, a set of rooms provided of computers network, arose
in ENEA. In the Pilot Center the ENEA end-users have had the possibility to
interact and to use the prototypes in order to test them.

In the sequel we will show the testing phases, all of them carried out in the Pilot
Center, related to the second and third generation of prototypes and to
the final version.

In the next paragraphs the experimentation results for each prototype generation,
with the following structure, are described:

- Experimentation phase schema
- Tests functionality
- Short description of the sessions of test
- Specific tools used
- Parameters measured during the session of test
- Synthesis of the results
- List of End User's remarks, comments, suggestions and solutions

13.1 Tests results -1 Generation - Paper Based prototype

The Venus experience with I Generation of the prototype has two specific goals:

- to test the ' first idea' of the VENUS user interface built on the basis both the
results of the user requirements phase and the conceptual design of the VENUS
system;

- to test the VENUS validation methodology and built a standard usability test
plan for the following prototype generations.

For these reasons and for the support used, paper, the test procedure followed for
this test phase presents same peculiar aspects.
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13.1.1 How the prototype was submitted to the users

The most part of the users selected for the test have been divided into three
groups. Each user was provided with a copy of the paper-based prototype; this
has been done several days (fifteen at least) before the final collection of results.
The goal of the prototype was expressed in terms of very general concepts and no
way they have been forced to focus on particular issues.

* No further explanations were given to the users belonging to the first group
about the mechanisms presented: they were requested to try to envisage them.

* Users of the second group were first requested to envisage how the system
should work, without any additional clarification. In a second phase, suggestion
and a draft explanation was given; they had a first discussion with people
responsible of the test.

* The third group of users was provided with copies of the prototype;
explanations were given and the prototype was first discussed.

Subsequently, a meeting of the VENUS User Group was held.
People belonging to the three groups have been invited, besides of a fourth group
of users which never received a copy of the prototype.
The prototype was presented to the whole group by means of slides and
commonly discussed.
Besides of comments and suggestions provided directly by the users during the
discussion, they were requested to write any idea or doubt on their paper copy, to
draw symbols and new solutions, to mark elements not understood or not agreed.
Moreover, in order to verify the approach according to which the prototype was
conceived and submitted, a metric form was distributed, to be filled with
information dealing with the usage of the prototype (e.g. difficulty degree to
interpret the prototype, time needed to read it first, time needed to read it second
time, number of stops, etc.).

13.1.2 The end user's response and attitude

The users selected for the test showed great interest in the activities they were
requested to perform, and founded their work on a participative basis.
They appreciated being left free to express ideas and suggestions, but sometimes
asked for more information about what was expected from them.
Informal discussions and mutual exchanges of opinions greatly improved their
participation; the (already satisfactory) results gained by requesting them to write
suggestions on the paper or to fill forms were enhanced when they had the
possibility to express their ideas on the basis of a common discussion.
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13.1.3 Main advantages of paper-based prototypes - from the end users'
point of view -

* Users are used to manage paper, (some of them) often more than to use
computer. When writing and drawing on paper sheets, the users seemed to feel
comfortable and encouraged to express their opinions.

* Usually, users can immediately have an idea of the practical realisation of the
suggestions and solutions they propose.

* Users do not have pressing time constraints.
During our experience, they had the possibility to reason about the prototype for
a long period, also being free to organise and plan their activities with respect to
their daily work and engagements, thus optimising the global effort.

13.1.4 Main limits of paper-based prototypes - from the end users'
point of view -

* A paper-based prototype is often limited.

* It provides a static representation of the (portion of the) system to be tested.
This may greatly increase difficulties in understanding the actual interaction
mechanisms and the user cannot feel he has an active role with respect to the
proposed system.

* Usually, paper-based prototypes don't use colours: an effective means of
information transfer is thus loosed.

* When users work with paper-based prototypes by themselves, they have no
other means to gain more information about the system but formulating
hypothesis.
In other words, they can exploit only the information they already gained about
the system as a basis for reasoning or further investigation.
On the other hand, a running prototype can be a valid and rich source of further
information when the user is left free to work with it.

13.1.5 Main suggestions for subsequent testing activities

* During the whole experience with the I generation of prototypes, informal
discussions and mutual exchanges of opinions with final users seemed to have
substantially improved the results obtained. Direct cooperation with final users
is crucial and priority should be given to i t

* All the final users selected for this first testing activity appreciated being left
free to express ideas and suggestions. Effectiveness of questionnaires can be
greatly improved by adding a (limited) number of open-ended questions and fields
for possible notes.
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* While writing and drawing on sheets, the users seemed to feel comfortable and
encouraged to express opinions: a paper copy of running prototypes could be
useful in order to collect some of the feedbacks coming from the users.

* Users should work with prototypes without pressing time constraints, thus
being free to organise and optimise their activities. Besides of specific test
sessions, in which measures are implied, prototypes should be distributed to
selected users and the feedbacks collected after an established period of
experimentation.

* As it was already pointed out, users sometimes asked for some more
information about what was expected from them. Therefore, in those cases in
which the needed feedbacks imply users' judgement (and not only measure), the
goal of the prototype should be clearly stated.

* Different ways to carry out tests could be usefully attempted with different
groups of users. This may help to point out various aspects of the same prototype
and ways to improve the results of the test activities.

* Each prototype testing phase mainly provides two categories of feedbacks,
dealing with:

- the proper development of the system;
- strategies according to which prototype should be designed and tested.

The tab. 13.1 shows some of end-user's comments.

Description
P - To recall the path of the icons selected after more several steps is impossible.
S - To introduce a function that shows the path of the user during a session.
P - In the CONDITION WINDOW don't use the function ADD and DEL to

insert the new fields.
S - The fields have been selected from the database tables.
S - The values of the field to help the user in the parametric queries have been

listed.
S - A sort function for all lists has been introduced.
P - The ICON CREATE function, in the personal library, not is clear explained

and it is difficult to understand the label attribution way.

S - At each level of work to insert the following functions is necessary: ESCAPE,
WHERE I AM, PREVIOUS MAP.

S - The function MODIFY has been take off from the menu of the readable-only
libraries.

S - To insert the Help function for the use of the logical operators.
S - To insert some visual remarks to distinguish the DOMINION ICONS, the

LIBRARY ICONS, the QUERY ICONS.

Tab. 13.1 Paper prototype: problems and solutions
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13.2 Tests results - II Generation - Query Selector

As we said before the prototype of the second generation was a running
prototype without a real connection to the existing databases, but with a
connection to a demonstrative one on the domain of the Materials (Cometa).

Experimentation phases schema

Installation of
Query Selector Prototype

Test with the
End Users

Collection of the
Data Results

Analysis
of the Results

Normalisation of
Remarks, Suggestions

Feedback to the
Technical Staff

Tests functionality

The objective of this phase of experimentation is the test of the following
functions of the prototype:

- Icon Management of Library Icon and Query Icon [Create, Modify, Move,
Copy, Delete, etc.]

- Icon Draw
- Query Formulation
- Windows Management

Short description of the session of test

For the prototype of the II generation both the Standard Session for the all End
User and the Free Session for the End User Co-ordinators have been organised

The Standard Session for current prototype was articulated in the following
steps:

O Compilation of the Questionnaire 2 (Quest2)

The objectives of the Quest 2 were the following:
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- To define the end users profiles and to refine the different classes of the end
users in relation to their working daily and the use of the databases.

- To take information about their participation of the previous prototype phase of
test.

- To authorise the Video session [Appendix 2]

© Access and use of the Prototype [Query Selector]

a) Access to Domains, library and Query Icons (Cometa);
b) Use of the Menu ;
c) Creation Library Icon;
d) Creation of Query Icon (simple and complex);
e) Design of Icon and use of the tool Icon Editor.

•Compilation of the Metric-Card 1 (MCI) to measure :

a) Number of Mistaks,
b) Number of Helps Required,
c) Time of Query Definition (task performing time).

• Compilation of the Enea Technical Questionnaire (Quest3) and DSI
Questionnaire (VQuest)

Evaluation of the Prototype of Query Selector

In particular to evaluate the level of difficulty of the prototype functions and to
collect the End User remarks and suggestions.

The average time of a Standard Session was about 50 minutes.
In these sessions 42 icons have been designed and 34 queries have been
created by the end users.

In the free sessions the prototype has been explored in a free way, in all
directions, with a total activation of all its functions. Every function has been
stressed to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the system.

Type of Session
Standard
Free x 2

N. of Session
15
80

N. of Icon
42
20

N. of Query
22
12

Average Time
50'

1:30'

Tab. 13.2 - End User Sessions
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13 J . I Tools used

The different tools using in the present test according to the Venus methodology,
as shown, in the figures Fig. 12.1 and Fig. 12.2, are the following:

Direct Observation with MCI [Appendix 1]
Questionnaire with Quest2, Quest3 and Vquest [Appendix 2]
Interview

13.2.2 Synthesis of the results and parameters measured during the
session of test

Table 13.3 shows the Metric Card, obtained applying the direct observation
evaluation method, related to this testing phase.

As measures we use the task performing time. i.e. the time necessary to the user
to perform a task. Obviously, the kind of task depends on what the prototype
allows the user to do. In this case the task was the formulation of a query using
the query selector. The above mentioned time is related at the standard session
to execute the same task for all the users.

The second measure is the number of errors that a users makes interacting with
the prototype.
This number is different from the number of helps (third considered measure)
that a user requires, because one can ask help when he meets a difficult point
before to make errors, or, on the contrary, can navigate in the system making
errors and errors without asking help.

The first result that leaps to the eyes it that the medium time required by the users
with a daily use of the databases is more than those users with a frequent use and
this last is more than those users with a rare use. Initially, it would seem to be a
surprise. But if we think that the users with daily use of the database are familiar
with the menu, not with the iconic interfaces, then the result is obvious. This
happens because people with daily use generally find to associate an operation on
the icon with a menu selection, while that one with rare use are like 'novice', in
the sense that they don't know the iconic interface, but they don't remember the
menu interface either.

The second result is that no error has been made during the interaction. This may
mean that 1) the system is not ambiguous, effective and easy to use, so that the
users made no errors, 2) the users asked help in the critical points whitout
navigating in the system.
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The analysis of the third row of the table says that the right answer is 2).

Users's Class <>
Measures -0
Task performing
time(min.)
Number of
Errors
Number of
Helps

Daily

7

0

5

Frequent

5.5

0

2

Rare

5

0

4

Tab. 13.3 - Results of the II Generation of Venus Prototype

13.2.3 List of End User's remarks, comments, suggestions

In the present paragraph both the general and the specific end user's comments,
that the co-ordinator staff of the ENEA User Group has collected, have shown
and grouped according to the goals of the Running Prototype.
Moreover, for each user remark the suggestion and the solution are associated
[Tabb. 13.4-13.7].
All of the users felt at their ease both in the access of the prototype and in the
navigation between the several functions.
In the test two new users that joined the User Group only in this phase of the
validation have been involved.
They did not participate to the previous meetings and to the Paper Prototype
test.
Also, in these two sessions, we have noted that the approach to the Prototype
was natural and the test was carried out without particular problems. In general all
of the users found both the navigation on the main window and the navigation in
the sub windows opened during the end user's sessions very simple.
All users found it difficult to formulate the query using the SQL language. Also
the Data Base designers have underlined this aspect. All users suggest that the
VENUS interface should perform this automatically.
Help was required especially during the Query creation and in the use of the main
menus.
Almost all users required that the dialogue windows and the Icons have an
average size, some users suggest that the size of the icons and their colours
should have a standard (e.g. a big size for Domains icon, an average size for
Library and a smaller size for a Query).
In general all users, found easy both the Library and the Query Icon creation.
Moreover, they have used the Icon Editor tool, in an autonomous way, after a
small time.
The menu organisation, noted during the session, should be articulated in a more
homogeneous way, in this case the use will be more natural.
In the VENUS interface the end user could inquiry the databases through the
selection of an Icon. The end user would be driven by the meaning expressed by
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the icon representation and its label. For this reason the users have required a
library of standard symbols with a clear and meaningful definition.
A special session, with an end user (expert in Standards), was organized. In this
session a new Domain Icon (NORME) was inserted in the Venus Repository.
It has been difficult, for the Enea's End-Users, to understand the data base
context (Domain) because, in the prototype there isn' t a general presentation of
the world of the data.
The present version of the system doesn' t support the End-User during the
formulation of the enquiry with the presentation of the possible conceptual
relationship between the files of a data base.
Finally, this version of the prototype, permits the simple query generation only
without the use of logical operators (and, or, etc.) with the relative conditions

An of the documentation compiled by the End-Users was available for the
consultation and analysis of the User Committee, the Technical Committee
and the Scientific Committee in the ENEA Pilot Center.
During some technical meeting final reports have been illustrated.

Description

P1 - The choice of the menu to define a query or a library is not
intuitive

P - The access to the 'create1 command for a Icon is difficult to
find

S - The function 'ICON EDITOR' would be better on the Icon
menu than in the Venus menu

P - Difficulty to draw an icon with a semantic meaning

S - Availability of a library of standard and predefinided
symbols to be componed in the icon editor

P - The transit through the window "Icon Editor Viewer" is not
appearently functional because it is shown after the 'SAVE'
command in the "Icon Editor" menu

S - It would be advisable to remove the transit through this window
and to put the possibility to have a new function in the Icon Editor

P The access to the modification of the icon label is not clear

S - To implement the possibility to use an articulated help for the
functions and for the objects

P - Difficulty in the Icon duplication function

S - It would be advisable to put the 'COPY' function on Icon
menu or to implement a new function managed by the mouse

N. of Users

1

9

2

2

3

5

Tab. 13.4 - Icon definition: problems and solutions

1 'P' for this and the following tables stands for the Problem that needs to be fixed. 'S' stands for the
solution proposed by ENEA.
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Description

P - Difficulty in the query definition using the SQL

S - Realisation of the query automatically created from by
VENUS using the selections made in the 'CONCEPTUAL
QUERY DEFINITION1 section.
Would be better to have the 'CONCEPTUAL QUERY
DEFINITION' in the first part of this window.

S - To put some examples of the SQL command. Automatic ceck
of the SQL syntax error.

P - Difficulty in the conceptual Query definition Window in the ADD
function.VISUALIZE and CONDITIONS buttons.

S - To drive the user with a help or with a dynamic example.

P - Difficulty to put the values in the selected fields formulate
a condition both in the query definition and in the input field for the
predefined parametric queries.

S • Access to a library where the possible values are shown and
where the user can select and put it in the query conditbn or in the
input fields.

P - It is not possible to realize the queries using the JOIN function for
more tables or queries on the 'Domain' which integrates some DB

N. of Users

14

3

8

2

Tab. 13.5 - Query formulation using SQL: problems and solutions

Description

P - Frequently the last window hides the previous one, in this case is not
clear the path made from the user.

S -To give a different size to the windows following the details of the
level reached

P - The prototype use to many colours.

S -To use less colours but with more semantic value.

P - Problems with the mouse for the Icon selection.

S - Automatic framework for the Icons, also for those realized by the user

N.of
Users

1

1

1

Tab.13.6 - Graphic representation and Icon selection: problems and solutions
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Description

P - It is impossible to restore an object deleted during a
session.

S - Possibility to have a library of the objects to be deleted.
The possibility to have a list at the end of the session to
confirm definitively the delete function.

N. of Users

1

-

Tab. 13.7a - Object Delete: problems and solutions

Description

P - The prototype give an error message and stop to work when we
close the window with the button on the right instead to use the
function close in the VENUS menu.

P - If we stop the prototype and the principal window contains a
window in icon format it is impossible to start again with the
prototype functions.

P - At the end of the last session of the test it was impossible to
open to modify the queries already formulated. The error
message was the follow: ERROR SUBSCRIPT.

P - The windows management, in the prototype is in some cases
not correctly used and it is impossible, sometimes, to modify
its dimension with manual operations.

N. of Users

All

All

All

All

Tab.13.7b - Technical Problems

13.3 Tests results - III Generation - Venus Integrated System

In the present section, with the same structure, the experimentation phase and its
results on the third generation of the prototype will be described.
This prototype, called Venus Integrated System, installed is an improvement of
the Query Selector and contains the Result Display module.
The Prototype is connected whit real existing Data Bases: COMETA-Materials,
COMET A-Laboratories and Programmi Europei.
This prototype permits the End-Users the creation of the Icon Query, the access
to the Data Bases and the visualisation of results on a default and customisable
display.
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Experimentation phases schema

Installation of the
Venus Integrated System

Test of the
Result Display

Collection
of the

Data Results

Analysis
of the
Results

Verification of the E-U
Requirements on Query

Selector

Normalisation
of

Remarks and Suggestions

Feedback
to the

Technical Staff

Tests functionality

The objective of this phase of the experimentation is the usability test of the
following VENUS functions:

- Layout management (Create, Modify, etc.)
- Layout customisation
- Repository and the Configuration System management;
- Integrated System general management

Short description of the session of test

For the prototype of the III generation both the Standard Session for the all
End User and the Free Session for the End User Co-ordinators and for a scientist
have been organised.
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The Standard Session for current prototype was articulated in the following
steps:

• Access and use of the Prototype [Query Selector+Result Display]

a) Access to COMETA-Materials, Programmi Europei, COMETA-
Laboratories existing databases on Oracle DBMS SUN Working Station;

b) Creation of Queries (simple and complex);
c) Creation of Libraries Icon;
d) Use of the menu functions of the default Display;
e) Customization of the Layout (data collection form and table)

• Compilation of the Metric-Card 2 (MC2) to measure :

a) Number of Mistaks,
b) Number of Helps Required,
c) Time of Resut Layout Customization (Tl time and T2 time);

• Compilation of the Enea Technical Questionnaire (Quest4)

Evaluation of the Prototype Integrated Query Selector + Result Display

In particular, to evaluate the level of difficulty of the prototype functions and
to collect the End User remarks and suggestions.

The average time of a Standard Session was about lhour.
In these sessions 50 Layouts have been designed and 45 Queries have been
created by the end users.

In the free sessions the prototype is explored in a free way and in all directions,
every function has been stressed to verify both the efficacy and the efficiency of
the system.
The time spent for each free session was about 2 hours.

Type of Session
Standard
Free x2.5

N. of Session
14
60

N. of Icon
15
30

N. Layout
50

>100

N. of Query
45

>100

Average Time
l h
2h

Tab. 13.8 - End User Session and Layout production
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13.3.1 Tools used

The different tools using in the present test according to the Venus methodology,
as shown, in the figures Fig. 12.1 and Fig. 12.2, are the following:

Direct Observation
Questionnaire
Interview

with MC2
with Quest4

[Appendix 1]
[Appendix 2]

13.3.2 Synthesis of the results and parameters measured during the
session of test

Table 13.9 shows the Metric Card, obtained applying the direct observation
evaluation method, related to this testing phase.
In accordance with Table 13.3 as a first measure we use the task performing time.
as a second measure the number of errors and as a third measure the number of
helps.
In the third generation of prototype the task was the personalization of the
result display to visualize the result of a query.
Also in this case, like it emerged analysing Table 13.3, the behaviour of the users
that have a rare use of the database is better than the other two classes.
As we said before, in this testing phase we applied also the measure of the
learning time. To do this, we chose three users belonging each to a different class,
and we clocked the time necessary to the user to personalize his result display for
the first and for the second time.
The results of this measure are shown in Table 13.10.
In the first column of the table the time necessary to the user to personalize his
result display for the first time is reported (Tl); in the second column the time
necessary for the user to personalize his result display for the second time is
reported (T2) and in the third column of the table the time T = Tl - T2: the
learning time is reported.
Looking at the last column, we can see that we have a medium learning time of
around twenty minutes.

Users's Class <>
Measures D
Task performing
time (coin.)
Number of
Errors
Number of
Helps

Daily

30

1

6

Frequent

32

2

5

Rare

28

1

6

Tab. 13.9 - Results of the III Generation of Venus Prototype
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Users's Class •=>
Measures •&

Daily

Frequent

Rare

Tl

35

30

30

T2

10

6

13

T

25

24

17

Tab. 13.10 - Results of the HI Generation of Venus Prototype -Times

1333 List of End User's remarks, comments, suggestions

All of End-Users did not find the access and the navigation in the Result Display
module very difficult, in particular 33% found this prototype easy to use and
67% has a middle level of difficulty to manage its functions.
The customisation function has been very appreciated, the dynamic and personal
representation of the results represents a very good quality jump with respect to
the static maps that the existing databases interfaces offered.
All End-Users estimated very useful to start from a default layout to design the
personal layout specification.
The majority asked to have more result displayes organised on the same layout to
merge the results of different queries.
Is necessary to improve the Icon functions because the meaning of the operations
which they execute is not sufficiently explanatory, also the on-line help and the
dialogue windows have been improved.
The Report function is inadequate regard to the level of the prototype.
At present it is not possible to use some functions of the System (Text and
Images integration, the Report and Graph functions).
Presently the time required to show the results from the real databases is too
long and if the number of the records selected or the fields to visualise is
extremely high this action of prototype III generation gives some problems.
In the Query Selector module of the present System has been implemented the
Configuration and the Repository management functions that have been tested
from the DBAof the data bases connected with the VENUS interface.
The DBA found that the management of the domains, the tables and fields is hard
and ask to richer the management functions to have a more automatic and
friendly approach.

All of the documentation compiled from the End-Users was available for the
consultation and analysis of the User Committee, the Technical Committee
and the Scientific Committee in the ENEA Pilot Center.
During some technical meeting final reports have been illustrated.
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Description

P - The word "QUERY" should be associated to "MODIFY",
"EXECUTE". "DELETE" in Icon Menu

P - The prompt should be presented in the input field when the
dialog window is shown

P - To insert the "Define Report" and "Define Display" in Icon Menu

P - To store the last query with the value of the parameters

P - A default "GET INFO" should be inserted in INFO Window

N. of Users

All

All

All

All

All

Tab. 13.11 - New End User remarks on Query Selector Module of the Venus
Integrated System

Description

P -The Dictionary data entry and its updating is hard.

S - It should be necessary to make richer the management
function by a quick insertion procedure. In particular the ADD
function, could be propose the las record inserted, etc..

S- The function of updating Dictionary's tables and records should be more
clear and authomatfc by means of a direct vision of Oracle tables

S- A same tables for more Domains should be inserted only once

P - In the menu bar, at the moment of the data entry, the ADD position
is replaced from CANCEL.
This is very dangerous for user updating the Dictionary, because the
choice can automatically be erroneously selected.

S- The CANCEL function could be inserted in the position occupated in
the previous menu by DELETE choice, after the system must ask
the confirmation of the cancellation.

P - A function of list of the records and an function of print are
necessary to manaqe the documentation

•••••••••HHHHHHHHHHHBHHBflHHHHMHHlHHHHHHllHHlliMllHL^
P- The user can use the delete function to delete: domains, tables and

records in hierarchical order.
S - It should not be possible to cancel the Database if there are tables

associated with it. That is request for the tables too.
S- If, the end user deletes a Database then all its tables should be

automatically cancelled.
P- FI_CODE record can contain only 8 characters.
P - FIND function is usable only for the research of the first record

satisfinq the requested condition.
S - It could be desirable that all records satisfing the condition were

associated, in data entry order.

N. of Users

3

3

3

3

Tab. 13.12 - Co-ordinators remarks on Dictionary Module of the Venus I. S.
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Description

P Difficulty to find the TABLE SIZE function
S To represent this with a button
P Dishomogeneity between menu and buttons, TOOLS

menu repeat all functions of buttons
P Icons on the buttons are not clear
S To be normalized to largely used software, to put the

Help in italian language
P Difficulty in selection of more result fields

N.OfUsWS

4

2

2

1

Tab. 13.13 - Remarks on the buttons of the Result Display Module of the
Venus Integrated System

Description

P Fields in the default Display are too long
S Field lenght has to be same as in the DICTIONARY
S Possibility to extend the field on more lines
P FIELD management is too hard
S To realize a default Display also in table form
P Difficulty in LINES management and in LINE DELETE function
P There is not a permanent indication of the records selected in the query
S To put an active field in the Display Map
P It is not possible to delete the field occurrenctes after the table creation
P It is possible to use only the Black, Red, and Blue colours
S To introduce dark nuance
S To use the same palette to change the screen colour

N. of
Users

6

1

3
3

1
2

Tab. 13.14 - Remarks on the default layout of the Result Display Module
of the Venus Integrated System
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p

s
p
p

p

Description

In the TABLE SIZE' window the word 'pixels' is not correct in
this context
To be replaced with ROWS
More homogeneity in the Windows is required
The DIALOG SORT RESULTS and FILTER RESULTS does
not work
It is not possible to merge a TEXT and an IMAGE

N.of
UMTS

8

1
1

Tab. 13.15 - Remarks on the dialog Windows of the Result Display Module
of the Venus Integrated System

p

s
p
p
p
p

s
p
p
p

p

s
p

Description

The ALIGN function doesn't work correctfy
To be replaced with a simpler function
When a field TITLE in select it changes colour (RED to BLACK)
It is not possible to select all Fonts
The GRID function should be in the TOOLS menu
The alternate use of the mouse and the keyboard is not good (Return
in the TEST EDITOR )
To put a double click instead of Return key
The UNDO function in EDIT doesni give back the latest display
When a table is generated the alignement of titles and fields is lost
It is not possible to modify a Display already saved and to save it
under a new name, the System deletes the old one
The GRID is not correctly structured
A vertical line should be created
The COPY function in the EDIT menu doesn't work

N.of
Users

7

3
5
2
5

2
3
1

1
1
1

Tab. 13.16 - Remarks on the General functions of the Result Display
Module of the Venus Integrated System

13.4 Tests results - IV Generation - Venus Integrated System Final

Version

The final version represents an improvement of the prototype of the third
generation in order to overcome all the problems highlighted during the previous
testing phase. As said previously, there is also a new module, the Query
Generator, which allows the users to formulate a query directly on an E-R
schema, instead of to use SQL.
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Experimentation phases schema

Installation and experimentation of
the

Venus Integrated System
Final Version

Collection
of the

Data Results

Analysis
of the
Results

Feedback
to the

Project Staff

Tests functionality

The objective of this phase of the experimentation is the usability test of the
following VENUS functions:

- General Management
- Query Management
- Result Display Management

Short description of the session of test

For the prototype of the IV generation have been organised both the Standard
Sessions and the Free Sessions for the all End Users. Its aim was to test if the
problems emerged with the III generation have been resolved and to give an
overall assessment on the satisfaction of the users interacting with the System.
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The Standard Session for current prototype was articulated in the following
steps:

O Access and use of the System

a) Access to existing databases on Oracle
b) Creation of queries
c) Use of the menu functions of the default Display
d) Customization of the Layout

• Compilation of the Metric-Card 3 (MC3) to measure :

a) Number of Mistakes
b) Number of Helps Required

c) Reaction Time

• Compilation of the Enea Technical Questionnaire (Quest5)

Evaluation of the VENUS Integrated System Final Version

In particular, to evaluate the end user's level of satisfaction of the system

The average time of a Standard Session was about 30 minutes.
In the free sessions the prototype is explored in a free way and in all directions,
every function has been stressed to verify both the efficacy and the efficiency of
the system.
The time spent for each free session was about lhour.

Type of Session
Standard

Free

N. of Session
14
30

N. Layout
50

>100

N. of Query
45

>100

Average Time
30'
lh

Tab. 13.17 - End User Session and Layout production

13.4.1 Tools used

The different tools using in the present test according to the Venus methodology,
are the following:

Direct Observation with MC3 [Appendix 1]
Questionnaire with Quest5 [Appendix 2]
Interview
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13.4.2 Synthesis of the results and parameters measured during the
session tests

The Table 13.18 shows the results obtained in this phase.
The results of Quest5, applied for this testing phase, are showed in the pictures in
Appendix 3.

In addition to the task performing time, the number of errors and the number of
helps, we can consider another measure, the reaction time, i.e. the time necessary
to the user to see the results and appreciate/despise their presentation.

Users's Class O
Measures -0
Task performing
time (sec.)
Number of
Errors
Number of
Helps
Reaction Time
(sec.)

Daily

39

2

Frequent

47

2

Rare

44

3

Tab. 13.8 - Result of the IV Generation of the VENUS System

Analyzing the results of Quest5, it is possible to evaluate some aspects of
usability.

The first aspect is if the usability goals have been achieved. The usability goal at
this phase was to execute a predefined query and to examine the result visualized
by th result display. The answer to this question is yes, all the users have achieved
their goal. The percentage is 100 %.

The second aspect is on how this goal has been achieved. All the users answered
that the goal has been achieved easily. Also in this case the percentage is 100 %.

The third aspect one is users' satisfaction. To measure it, we have to consider
the link that the satisfaction has with the functionality of the system and with the
visual aspect of the prototype. For this reason, roughly speaking, we have two
different kind of satisfaction.
For the first kind we have to use the functionality clearness, indicated as (the
number of function clearly illustrated) / (total number of function). Using this
definition, we can group the users' answers in three bloks, users with high (H),
medium (M) and low (L) satisfaction. The result of the ratio, expressed in
percentage, is for H, M and L respectively 76 %, 9 %, 11 % . The remaining 4 %
of the users didn't answer. These percentage are related to the query selector
functionalities. The analogous data related to the result display functionalities are,
always in percentage, 70 %, 8 %, 18 %. Also in this case the 4 % of the users
didn't answer.
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An immediate interpretation of the results is that it has been achieved a good level
of functionality satisfaction, but is can be improved.
The second kind of satisfaction is related to the prototypes and their visual
representation to the users. All the users, interacting with all the prototypes and
now also with the final product, have reached an high level of satisfaction.
Moreover, besides the direct measures of usability before illustrated, we can
consider also other two parameters strongly indicative. They are the task
performing time (for the results see Table 13.3, Table 13.9, Table 13..18) and the
requests, made directly by the users, to make free sessions.

The fourth aspect of usability is the effectiveness of the system, which is related
to the quantity and the quality of the user task, i.e. if the user has achieved his
goal and how. All the users have reached their goals (we have to remember that
the usability goal at this phase was to execute a predefined query and to exam
the result visualized by th result display), so the system is effective. Considering
as a percentage Task Effectiveness = (Quality x Quantity) / 100 [Music], that is
Task Effectiveness = (Users' Satisfaction x Usability Goals) /100, that is equal to
(100 x 100) / 100 if we consider the second kind of user satisfaction, or (76 x
100) /100 for the first kind of user satisfaction (this one in relation to the Query
Selector functionalities).

The fifth aspect of usability is an indirect mesaure of the user workload, obtained
asking the users how the system was difficult to interact with. Most of users
answered that the interaction was extremely easy. Another measure extremely
indicative is the time: less time is necessary to the user to execute a task, less
workload has the user.

Finally the last aspect of usability that we illustrate is the flexibility of the system,
considering if different classes of users can achieve their goals. All the different
classes of users have achieved their goals, so the system is extremely flexible.
In this manner, as also the system VENUS has been developed following a user
centerd approach and testing the system phase by phase, even if the designing
time is increased, we have had decreases of the debugging, testing and
maintenace time of the final product.
So the system that we have obtained is efficient, effective and easy to use. Using
only a word, we have obtained a usable system.
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To give an idea on the type of information that has been accessed through
VENUS, and to demonstrate how much the system has been stressed, in the
following table the number of records contained in some Oracle tables is shown.

Table

Materials

Products

Classes

Firms/Companies

Laboratory Tests

Employment

European Programs

Call for European Projects

Laboratories

N. of Records

5474

4449

247

1079

3815

113

33

114

1000

Table 13.17 - Data contained in some Oracle Tables of the existing databases

During some experimentation sessions, the system, and in particular the result
display module, presented some inconveniences due to a lack of robustness. This
has occurred especially when the query becomes quite complex (a huge number
of fields are involved) and/or when the number of retrieved records is very high.
Moreover, the system has to be re-started after executing several queries. For this
reason the overall robustness of the modules should be improved.
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In the following
experimentation.

tables have shown the sysnthesis of the results of

CodeG

ENU1

ENU2

ENU3
ENU4
ENU5

ENU6

Hem

Documentation, Help

Look and Feel

Efficency
Simplicity of use
Robustness

Usability in live environment

Result of Experimentation

OK The technical part, the system
needs of a Demo
OK more uniform look could be
adopted for the Result Display in the
respect of the other modules
QK
OK
The system presents same
inconvenience after several queries in
the presentation phase of the results.
OK the system need a period of
analisys

Tab. 13.20 - General Requirements

CodeQS

ENU7

ENU8

ENU9

ENU10

ENU11
ENU12
ENU13
ENU14

Item

Query Definition and formulation

Icon Management

Icon Editor

Dictionary Management

Efficency
Simplicity of use
Robustness
Usability in live environment

Result of Experlmentatio
Satisfaction Value

High 76 %
Middle 8 %
Low 16%
High 90 %
Middle 8 %
Low 2 %
High 58 %
Middle 39%
Low 3 %
Enea will develop the Icon Standard on
its domains
High The modifications made
according to the previous
recomandations have simplified its use,
the system needs an automatic module
Hiah
Hiah
Hiah
Hiah the system needs of analisys

Tab. 13.21 - Synthesis of Query Selector Requirements
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CodeRD

ENU15

ENU16

ENU17

ENU18
ENU19
ENU20
ENU21

Item

Clearness Icon Toolbar

Simplicity of use of the menus

Layout Definition

Quickness of data results presentation
Simplicityjaf use
Robustness
Usability in live environment

Result of Experimentation
Satisfaction Value
High 60 %
Middle 40%
High 72 %
Low 18%
High 77 %
Middle 8%
Low 15%
Hiah
Hiah
Must be improved
Satisfactory

Tab. 13.22 - Synthesis of Results Display Requirements

In the following a graph showing the overall appreciation of the VENUS
modules is illustrated.

Usability Robustness Performance

Fig. 13.1 Final Results on Usability. Performance and Robustness of VENUS System
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13.5 Test analysis conclusions

The activities regarding experimentation and validation have requested a very
important effort due to the overall complexity of the tasks. The organisation of
ENEA has allowed us to test the system directlty with the final users and
contribute to the successful completion of the development activities of the
system. The main result of our activities may be summarised in the fact that the
experimentation of the system has proved that the VENUS system may be
adopted in several areas of ENEA's activities. The fact that the system is easy to
use and needs only a brief training period allows the organisation to exploit to a
maximum the information at its disposal.

ENEA plans to continue its activity, not only by planning an internal exploitation
of VENUS through demonstrations and presentations to the other units. In
particular, a specific task to study the symbolism of icons and define a
standardisation of visul representations of the domains of interest of ENEA.
VENUS finds its place as an integrated tool in the overall architecture of ENEA's
information system, in the field of graphical and visual interfaces.

ENEA has appreciated the fact that it has played the role of a user/demonstrator,
consolidated with a methodology defined in collaboration with the rest of the
VENUS Consortium.

Finally, ENEA has developed validation methodologies, advanced visual tools
and usability standard task in this research field that will be used in the future
projects.
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14. Conclusions

14.1 Experimental analysis

After the work done within this project a number of final considerations may be
extracted on the basis of our experience in the design of a visual interface to a
database system for natural querying and flexible interaction.

In terms of usability we have both derived stepwise a validation methodology
and defined special purpose questionnaires by means of which the user gave us
his personal feelings on our system.
Typical problems which we have tackled are: database search by non-technical
users, need of friendly interaction, comfortable navigation/browsing within the
database even in cases of incomplete and ambiguous queries.

The user satisfaction was catered by means of a set of features which are listed
below:

• multiparadigmatic approach (Menus, Icons, Diargrams)
• adequate user models
• adaptive querying (with respect to user needs)
• attribute querying (simplifying the query on the basis of a single attribute)
• progressive querying (continuous refinement and converging request)
• multirepresentation for visual adequacy

On the other hand, the system improvements we have imagined are based on the
following issues:

• collecting data from heterogeneous databases
• imposing equal models to both data and query
• knowledge about the interschema in-between different databases
• integration of different schemas
• optimisation of the query both at local and global levels

Unfortunately, not all the ideas developed in this project were, in fact, suitable for
a direct implementation so that we had to choose those suggestions which
provided the best cost/performance ratio with respect to the user who was always
considered at the centre of our design.

The validation methodology developed in the VENUS project, promoting the
relation between designer-evaluator-user, has addressed the designer to a
prototyping methodology.
Nevertheless the methodology alone not is sufficiently able to indicate which
direction should the project lead to, but showed that only simple functions were
successful, and must be integrated with a wide experimental phase and subjective
measures in order to produce a conveniently usable system.
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In fact, within this project, to solve same of the user problems and take into the
account suggestions and proposed solutions, a Query Generator was
implemented that could translate visually the query construction by means of a
simple navigation on E-R schema.

In practice the main conclusions of our project may be considered from two
different point of view :

Visual representation
The allocation of separate sections on the screen in service-area, monitor-area
and work-area; allocation of separate parts of the work area to query and result,
the above areas must be organised with convenient frames and bottom captions;
the implementation of a dynamic function monitoring the user navigation; the use
of the three dimensions provided to represent the time sequence of the query
process (visualisation of the progressive query).
research of an adequate icon syntax ; iconic representation of the result; research
of a icon classification and standard to respect the domain of data;

Functional aspect
The automatic repository directly update from the DBMS or from the CASE;
the automatic integration of different schemata with solution proposals for
conflicts.

14.2 Interface of the future

The interface of the future to database systems should be based on visual systems
which use visual representations to denote both a domain of interest and express
related requests.

• The visual languages which have been suggested for such purpose in a wide
community of researchers, may be seen as an evolution of the standard query
languages adopted in database management systems: their main goal is both to
improve the effectiveness of the person-machine communication and to solve
some of the present day problems of conventional query systems.

• On a more advanced line, new different indexes may be used including query
object contents rather than document creation author, date, etc. as in
conventional queries. In fact, in recent pictorial databases, images become
primary actors, that is they are considered not only as pure communication
objects, but mainly become self-describing entities (hot-spots), so that
significant related information can be extracted directly from them. It follows
that the archiving phase must be preceded by an image indexing activity, in
which image analysis and interpretation play important roles. The extracted
indexes must be synthetic representations of documents' data, so that they may
explicitly convey and suggest information deduced from them. Pictorial
indexes will obviously play a role similar to that of letters and words in textual
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databases, allowing retrieval. In general, it is difficult to formulate precise rules
to choose the right pixels and group them into indexes.

• More particularly and aiming towards a decrease of the mental load of the
user, icons will be used extensively taking care of their unambiguous meaning,
in order to facilitate the understanding of the system functions enabling a
natural control of the system capabilities.

• In a near future, icons may also be animated conveying even more information
about the subject they are representing integrated with textual, graphical and
audio information.

Finally, as shown by our studies, systems that must be used in practice require
special features geared towards the tastes and inclinations of humans. Following
this approach, usability may be defined in terms of learnability, flexibility,
robustness,... All these qualities (and others) have to be considered in relation to
the context, so it is important to take into account who will use the system (the
class of users), what the user wants to achieve by using a computer (task goal),
which equipment the user can have and in which physical and social environment
the user has to work.
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USERS COMMITTEE

Scheda Lavoro

User Name: Date:

Activity: Running Prototype Vers. 1.2 Help 9 3514-4236

T E S T

Step n. 1 - Accesso alle Applica*ir>™ [rometa] e alle Librerie di icone D

Step n.2 - Uso dei Menu D

Step n.3 - Accesso e creazioni di una Icona di Query e di una Libreria •

Step n.4 - Disegno di una Icona di Ouerv D

User Conclusions:

Note:

Scheda Metrica

Activity:Running Prototype Vers. 1.2 Date:

User Name:

A - Function/Parameter(Description): Errori Result:

B - Function/Parameter(Description): Tempo creazioni di una query Result:

C - Function/Parameter(Description): Numero Help Result:_

D - Function/Parameter(Description): Result:_

User comments:

Note:
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USERS COMMITTEE

Scheda Lavoro

User Name:

Activity: Running Prototype Vers. 2.1 - Venus Results Display

Date:

Help 9 3514-4236

T E S T

Step n. 1 - Accesso aVENUS e creazione di una query su data base (OR ACT .F)

Step n.2 - Uso del Modulo Results Display di default

Step n.3 -Organizzazione e personaiirTarione visiva di un Result Display utente

Step n.4 - Accesso ed uso del Modulo di Report. personalizzazione di un Report Utente

User Conclusions:

_D

_•
_•
•

Note

Scheda Metrica

Activity-Running Prototype Vers 2.1 - Venus Results Display

User Name:

Date:

A - Function/Parameter(Description): Errori

B - Function/Parameter(Description): Numero di Help

Result:

Result.

C - Function/Parameter(Description): Tempo creazione di un R.D. utente Result:

D - Function/Parameter(Description): Tempo creazione di un Report utente Result:

E - Function/Parameter(Description): Durata di una sessione utente Result:

User comments:

Note:
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VQuest

Dati personali:
Pseudonimo
Titolo di studio
Tipo di lavoro
Per.quantD .tempo pensa di utilizzare il sistema durante una giornata di lavoro?
Quaf eT il suo scopo? Cosa ritiene di dover ottenere usando il sistema?

Test
Durante iTTìa sessione di lavoro Tuante si trova ci fronte a determinati'passi
che devono essere compiila per raggiungere il suo obiettivo. Qui di seguito
sono elencati una serie di punti, che potrebbero aver creato qualche problema
durante l'interazione col sistema. Uutente deve segnalare i pirn fi, critici
sgiPTinna-nr-fn la check-bcx corrispondente a tali punti:
Ha avuto- dei problemi nei comprendere:
- lo.start-up<iel sistema.
- E significato delle icone
- ü metodo: di selezione delle icone
- lłnso ' di una query predefuiiia
- la formulazione di .una query SQL
- lamemorizzazione di una query in una libreria
- lo spostamento di icone da. Ttna nna libreria ad un'altra
- ratnibuzìoiiediun nome ad una libreria
- l'attribuzione di .una. icona ad una libreria, o ad una query •
- l'uso dell'editore iconico
-l'uscita.dał sistema

Indicare qui di seguito gii sieri probierni eventualmente incontrati:
(domanda aperta)

Cosa suggerisce di.fare per risolvere i problemi incontrati?
( domanda' arjerta)

Interagendo con il.sistema.avra' avuto modo di utilizzare i menu.
Le piace come sono organizzati? (Risp. si'-no)
Ci sono seconder lei delle funzionalità1 mancanti? (Risp.-si'-no)
E se si1, quali? (domanda aperta)

Pensa che per nm miglior comprensione dei sistema sia necessario un periodo
di training? (Risp. si'-no)
O ritiene che sia sufficiente.un auto-training? (Risp. si1-no)
Durante la sua interazione con il prototipo ha mai avuto bisogno di assistrrvra?
(Risp. siT.-no) :
È se si', quando? (domanda aperta) -
Ha raggiunto il suo obiettivo? (Risp. si'-no) .
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QUEST 1

** PARTE 1 - ANAGRAFICA

Codifica: (Da non compilare)

REGIONE SOCIALE:

SEDE:

TEL:

COMPILATORE:,

CONTATTO:

NOTE sulla compilazione: Barrare con una X le opzioni relative alle varie domande:

**PARTE 2 - INFORMAZIONI TECNICHE GENERALI

DI - Specificare il ruolo ricoperto all'interno dell'Ente di appartenenza:

Dirigente D
Quadro, Quadro Direttivo С
Impiegato [J

Addetto EDP D
Responsabile EDP D
Esperto informatica п

Medico u
Infermiere, pers. sanitario С
Ricercatore, Tecnologo •
Documentalista, Operatore di Diffusione •
Altro 3

D2 - Indicare la configurazione Hardware normalmente utilizzata:

Terminale interconnesso ad un Host-Computer •
Personal Computer (Scheda Emulazione ) interconnesso ad un Host-Computer I
Stazioni di Lavoro interconnesse ad un MINI [J
Personal Computer Z

D3 - Indicare i componenti e le periferiche di cui disponete:

Schede di Memoria maggiore di 2 Mb D
Stampante D
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Modem
Disco Ottico
Hard Disk alta capacita maggiore 100 Mb
Mouse
Video monocromatico
Video colore (CGA, EGA)
Video colore (VGA, SVGA, H.D.)

D4 - Indicare tra i seguenti software quelli utilizzati:

DOS
UNIX
OS2
WINDOWS 3.0
SYBASE
DBIH
INGRESS

D
•
D

•
D
D
D

ADABAS
DB2
DL1
ORACLE
RDB
INFORMIX
ALTRO

D
•
i—;

; i

GARR
RPCnet
TYMENET

D5 - Indicare le Reti a cui avete accesso:

ITAPAC
CISInet
TELENET
ALTRO

** PARTE 3 - Notizie su Utenza Banche Dati.

D6 - Per la Vs. attivita utilizzate B.D.: SI D NO

Se avete risposto SI alia precedente domanda compilate le seguenti.

D7 - Indicare la frequenza di consultazione:

D

Alta
Media
Bassa

•D
n

D8 - Elencare le B.D consultate e la loro tipologia:

D9 - Accedete e consultate personalmente le B.D.9

SI I NO

D
D
D
•
D
D
•

D
•
D
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D10 - Vi rivolgete ad un esperto (Addetto, Documentalista, Operatore Sportello) per la
consultazione delle B.D ?

SI G NO 0

Dl 1 - Seguite corsi di formazione sulle B.D. da consultare?

SI G NO D

D12 - Indicare, approssimativamente, il tempo dedicato ai corsi di formazione e/o aggiornamento:

minore di 5gg D
da 5 a lOgg D
maggioredi lOgg •

D13 - Come giudicate l'uso delle B.D. relativamente all'aspetto accesso e consultazione:

a. ACCESSO Facile 1 D Difficile 2 D Impossible 3 D

b CONSULTAZIONE Facile 1 G Difficile 2 • Impossible 3 D

D14 - Indicare lo strumento di consultazione da voi utilizzato:

Menu G Icone G
Linguaggio di consultazione G Diagrammi G

** PARTE 4 - Indagine su interfaccia.

Dl 5 - Considerate KIM un'interfaccia che possa risolvere alcuni dei problemi nell'uso delle Banche
Dati?

SI G NO G

D16 - Indicate i problemi piu rilevanti che KIM puo risolvere

D17 - Quanto tempo siete disposti a dedicare per apprendere l'uso di un'interfaccia?

minore di 3gg _
da 3 a 5gg G
maggiore di 5gg G
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D18 - L'informazione che KIM da su una Banca Dati vi sembra:

ESAUSTIVA G
SUFFICIENTE •
CARENTE D

D19 - Secondo Voi le icone ed i diagrammi di KIM sono di facile interpretazione?

SI • NO D

D20 - Preferite 1'uso delle icone o dei diagrammi?

ICONE D
DIAGRAMMI D

D21 - Preferite 1'uso del mouse o della tastiera?

MOUSE D
TASTIERA •

D22 - Ritenete che l'uso di finestre faciliti la consultazione?

SI U NO D

D23 - Come vorreste che una Banca Dati si presentasse?

Dichiarando gli "oggetti" che gestisce D
Proponendo dei menu di interrogazione D
Simulando una navigazione DEMO tra oggetti e funzioni •

(le risposte non sono in alternativa)
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USERS COMMITTEE

END-USER GROUP
PROTOTIPI DI II GENERAZIONE

TEST DI INGRESSO - Quest 2

COGNOME NOME CATEGORIA

A В С D E

DATA ORA DI INIZIO ORA DI FINE

1- Uso delle Basi di Dati:

D GIORNALIERO D FREQUENTE D RARO

2- Metodo di accesso:

D DIRETTO • DOCUMENTALISTA D

3- Uso di linguaggi о interfaccie di interrogazione alle
Banche Dati:

D CCL D MENU
1
 D FINESTRE D ICONICHE D DIAGRAMMATI CHE

4- Partecipazione al TEST sui PROTOTIPI SU CARTA:

D SI D NO

5- Partecipazione al questionario QUEST I :

D SI D NO

6 - Acconsente ali' uso della telecamera durante alcune
fasi del test.

D si D NO
La ripresa,previa Sua autorizzazione,sarà1 messa a
disposizione dello USER GROUP, e della delegazione
CEC responsabile del progetto VENUS.
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USERS COMMITTEE

QUESTIONARIO TECNICO - Quest 3

Title: Running Prototype Vers. 1.2 Date:

User Name:

Question n. 1: Hai trovato facile I1 uso del Prototipo? SI D NO D

Question n. 2: Hai trovato facile costruire una query? SI D NO D

Question n. 3: Hai realizzati query complesse? SI G NO D

Question n. 4: Indica la grandezza della finestra preferita : GrandeD MediaD PiccolaO

Question n. 5: Indica la grandezza delle icone preferita: GrandeD MediaD PiccolaD

Question n. 6: Indica il grado di difficolta all' accesso e alia creazione di una query:

Elevato • Medio D Basso •

Question n. 7: Indica il grado di difficolta di creazione di una Icona di Libreria:

Elevato D Medio D Basso D

Question n. 8 Indica il grado di difficolta della realizzazione grafica di una Icona:

Elevato • Medio D Basso •

Question n. 9: Suggerimenti tecnici -

Question n. 10: Commenti -

Question Tipolgy
Questions 1,2,3 - General (Yes,No)
Questions 4,5,6 - Technical (X,0 - 0,Weight)
Questions 7,8 - Specfic about Prototype goals (0,Weight)
Questions 9,10 - User Comments (Text)
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QUESTIONARIO TECNICO - Quest 4

Title: Result Display

1) Tasti funzionali
a) Nel menu in cornice il bottone selezionato è ben evidenziato? D SI, D NO
b) Preferisci il bottone di questa dimensione о più piccolo? OSI, D NO
e) Sono adeguati i bottoni funzionali? D SI, D NO
d) Vorresti altre funzioni di servizio? D SI, О NO

Quali?

e) Hai compreso, dai simboli utilizzati sui bottoni, le funzioni che questi rappresentano? D SI, D NO
f) Hai trovato chiaro l'help del comando nell'ultima riga? D SI, О NO
g) Le funzioni presentate con il bottone devono essere presentate anche come menu bar? D SI, D NO

2) Finestre.
a) Nelle finestre di input (dialog windows) che si aprono su quella principale i messaggi

sono chiari9

Se NO dai un esempio di come h vorresti?
D SI, D NO

3) Mappa di Display.
a) Per personalizzare una mappa di Display hai trovato utile partire dalla mappa

automaticamente generata dal Sistema che ti propone i campi in una posizione standard?
b) Quante funzioni del menu hai utilizzato?

e) Ti piace il metodo per la selezione di un oggetto?
d) Desideri avere i risultati di query diverse, contemporaneamente condivise su

diverse finestre nello stesso schermo?
e) Indica il grado di difficoltà alla personalizzazione del Display.

4) Funzioni di Display
a) Sei soddisfatto del Align Menu ( per allineare gli oggetti)?
b) Le funzionalità della "griglia" sono idonee rispetto ai tuoi bisogni?
e) Vorresti aggiungere più funzioni9

d) Quali9

DSI, DNO,

DSI, DNO

OSI, DNO

DSI, DNO

DElevato
D Medio
DBasso

D SI, D NO
DNON TROPPO
D SI, D NO
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USERS COMMITTEE

segue...)

5) Report
a) Un Report consta di più sezioni. Consideri quelle presentate dal prototipo di

formato idoneo alle tue necessità?
b) Vorresti avere un'anteprima di stampa?
e) Indica il grado di difficoltà alla personalizzazione del Report

6) Sistema Integrato
a) Allo stato attuale, ti sembrano i prototipi (Query Selector, Results Display, Report)

integrati in un unico prodotto?
b) Desideri che ci sia maggiore omogeneità?

7) Manuale.
a) Hai avuto bisogno di usare il manuale?
b) In quale occasione?

D SI, D NO
DSI, DNO

D Elevato
D Medio
П Basso

DSI, DNO
OSI, ONO

D SI, D NO

e) Ti è sembrato :

d) Hai risolto il problema che ti si era presentato?

D Chiaro
D Poco Chiaro
D Abbastanza Chiaro

D SI, D NO
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USERS COMMITTEE

Problemi, Commenti/ Suggerimenti

Results Display

pi

si

P2

S2

P3

S3

Report

PI

si

P2

S2

P3

S3
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USERS COMMITTEE

QUERY SELECTOR - Quest 5

OSSERVAZIONI

Q.S.O.1

1 .P.-La scelta del menu per definire una query o una libreria
non e intuitiva

2.P-L'accesso al comando 'create' per una Icona e difficile da
trovare

3P-Difficolta a disegnare una icona con un significato
semantico

4.P- Apparentemente non e fiinzionale il percorso automatico
attraverso la finestra di indirizzo dell'icona dopo il
comando 'SAVE' nel menu di editing icona

5.P-L'accesso per la modifica della label dell'icona non e
chiaro

6P-Difficolta nella funzione di duplicazione icona

7.P-E' impossibile salvare il cambiamento del colore del fondo
dello schermo nell' ICONA EDITOR

8P-La parola 'QUERY' dovrebbe essere associata alia parola
MODIFY

PRIORTTA1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

STATO SODDISFA-
ZIONE

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO O
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO O
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •
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USERS COMMITTEE

QUERY SELECTOR

OSSERVAZIONI

Q.S.O.2

l.P-Difficolta nell'uso di SQL

2P-Difficolta nella definizione della finestra concettuale della
Query nella funzione ADD e nella selezione del bottone di
VISUALIZE edi CONDITIONS

3 P-Difficolta ad attribuire i valori nei campi selezdonati per
formulare una condizione nella definizione della query e nel
campo input per le queries parametriche predefinite

4 P-Non e possibile realizzare le queries usando la funzione di
JOIN per piu tabelle o queries sul Dominio che integra piu
Data Base

5P-Dovrebbe apparire nel campo di input un prompt quando la
finestra di INPUT DIALOG viene mostrata

6P-Inserire DEFINE REPORT e DEFINE DISPLAY nel menu
ICONA

7P-Conservare i valori parametrici dell'ultima query eseguita
dall'utente

PRIORTTA'

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

STATO SODDISFA-
ZIONE

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO O
MEDIO •
ALTO a

BASSO O
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO •
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D
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USERS COMMITTEE

QUERY SELECTOR

OSSERVAZIONI

Q.S.O.3

1 .P-Spesso l'ultima finestra nasconde la precedente, in questo
caso non è chiaro il percorso fatto dall'utente

2.P-I1 prototipo usa troppi colori

3 P-La selezione dell'Icona con il mouse crea problemi

PRIORITA'

1

1

2

STATO SODDISFA-
ZIONE

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO О
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO О
ALTO D

OSSERVAZIONI

Q.S.O.4

1 P-Non è possibile ripristinare un oggetto cancellato durante
una sessione

PRIORITA1

1

STATO SODDISFA-
ZIONE

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D
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USERS COMMITTEE

QUERY SELECTOR

OSSERVAZIONI

Q.S.O.5

1 P-11 prototipo da un messaggio di errore e blocca il lavoro
quando chiudiamo la finestra con il bottone di destra
invece di usare la funzione di chiusura nel menu di
VENUS

2 P-Se blocchiamo il prototipo e la finestra principale contiene
una finestra in forma iconica , e impossibile riaccedere alle
funzioni del prototipo

3.P- Alia fine dell'ultima sessione del test era impossibile
aprir la modifica delle queries gia formulate.
11 messaggio di errore era il seguente: ERROR
SUBSCRIPT

4P-Qualche volta nel prototipo, la gestione delle finestre di
VENUS , non e correttamente usata, ed e spesso
impossibile modificare la dimensione con operazioni
manuali

5 P-Un GET INFO di default dovrebbe essere inserito
automaticamente

PRIORTTA1

1

1

1

1

1

STATO SODDISFA-
ZIONE

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D
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USERS COMMITTEE

QUERY SELECTOR

OSSERVAZIONI

Q.S.O.6

1 .P-L'aggiornamento e l'inserimento nel Dizionario dati risultano
difficili

2.P-A1 momento dell'aggiornamento, nel menu bar, la posizione
di ADD è sostituta da CANCEL, questo risulta pericoloso

3 P-La funzione FIND è utilizzabile solo per la ricerca del primo
record che soddisfa la condizione richiesta

4 P-Non esiste una funzione di lista per i records ed una
associata funzione di stampa del Dizionario di VENUS,
che sono necessarie per la gestione della documentazione e
per l'ordine dell'inserimento

5 P-La cancellazione di tabelle e di campi del Database può
essere effettuata in top-down invece di bottom -up, creando
problemi di consistenza

6.P-I1 record FICODE può contenere solo 8 caratteri

7P-Quando la gestione dei records è corretta nel Database,
nelle tabelle c'è un errore di allineamento nel numero dei
records (per esempio record 49 di 36) nel "Configuring
Available Tables",

8.P-L'Utente Finale non ha nessuna funzione che gli permetta di
fare un'over view nel Dominio in cui sta navigando e non
ha informazioni logiche riguardo il Dominio dei dati

PRIORITA'

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

STATO SODDISFA-
ZIONE

BASSO a
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO •
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •
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USERS COMMITTEE

RESULT DISPLAY

OSSERVAZIONI

R.D.O.1.

1 . P-Difficolta nel trovare la funzione "Table Size"

2 P-Disomogeneita tra il menu e le funzioni riportate dei
bottoni (non esiste un bottone con la fiinzione"Table
Size")

3P-Le Icone dei bottoni non sono chiari

4.P-Difficolta nella selezione di piu campi

PRIORITA1

1

1

1

2

STATO SODDISFA-
ZIONE

BASSO O
MEDIO •
ALTO O

BASSO O
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO O
MEDIO D
ALTO D
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USERS COMMITTEE

RESULT DISPLAY

OSSERVAZIONI

R.D.O.2.

1 P-La lunghezza dei campi riportata nel Display di
default non e consistente con quelle dichiarata nel
Dizionario

2.P-La gestione del campo e troppo difficile

3.P-Difficolta nella gestione delle linee e nella funzione di
cancellazione di linea

4 P-Non c'e un'indicazione permanente del numero dei
campi selezionati nella query

5.P-Non e possibile cancellare le occorrenze di un campo
dopo la creazione della tabella

6.P-E' possibile usare solo i colori Nero, Rosso e Blu,
gli altri sono poco legibili su sfondo bianco

PRIORITA'

1

1

1

1

1

1

STATO SODDISFA-
ZIONE

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO •
MEDIO •
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO •
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO •
MEDIO D
ALTO •
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USERS COMMITTEE

RESULT DISPLAY

OSSERVAZIONI

R.D.O.3.

1 P-NeUa finestra del TABLE SIZE' la parola PIXELS
non e adatta al campo mostrato

2.P-E' richiesta piii omogeneita nelle finestre

3.P-I1 DIALOG SORT RESULTS e il FILTER
RESULTS non risultano corretti

4P-Non e possibile fondere un TEXT ed un' IMAGE

PRIORTTA'

1

2

1

1

STATO SODDISFA-
ZIONE

BASSO O
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D

ALTO a
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USERS COMMITTEE

RESULT DISPLAY

OSSERVAZIONI

R.D.O.4.

1 P-La funzione ALIGN non lavora correttamente

2P-Quando un campo TITLE viene selezionato cambia
colore (ROSSO o NERO)

3.P-Non e possibile selezionare tutti i Fonts

4 P-La funzione GRID potrebbe essere nel menu di
TOOLS

5P-L'uso alternativo del mouse e della tastiera non e
positivo (Ritorno della funzione nel TEST EDITOR)

6.P-La funzione UNDO in EDIT non mostra 1'ultimo
display

7P-Quando e stata generata una tabella, si perde
l'allineamento dei titoli con i campi

8.P-Non e possibile modificare un Display gia salvato e
salvarlo con un altro nome, il Sistema cancella il
vecchio

9 P-La GRID non e correttamente strutturata

10.P-La funzione COPY nel menu EDIT non funziona

PRIORITA'

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

STATO SODDISFA-
ZIONE

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO O

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D
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USERS COMMITTEE

RICHIESTE ORGANIZZATIVE

RICHIESTA

1. corso di apprendimento

2.punto di consulenza con contatto telefonico

3. consulenza

PRIORTTA'

1

1

2

SODDISFA-
ZIONE
BASSO D
MEDIO O
ALTO D
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •
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USERS COMMITTEE

RICHIESTE GENERALI

RICHIESTA

1 .chiarezza sulle funzionalita

2facilita d' uso

3.chiarezza di messaggi

4auto-esercitazione, demo

5. documentazione

6.aiuto in linea

7.prezzo basso

8protezione con chiave hardware

PRIORITA'

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

SODDISFA-
ZIONE
BASSO D
MEDIO •
ALTO •
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D
BASSO O
MEDIO D
ALTO •
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USERS COMMITTEE

RICHIESTE TECNICHE

RICHIESTA

1 .indipendenza dal sistema operativo e dalla versione dei tools
che utilizza

2. auto-attivazione

3. configurazione e controUo automatico delle periferiche

4. velocita nella risposta

5. ottimizzazione delle risorse

6.tempi brevi di installazione

7. facilita di inserimento di un dominio applicative

8. tempi brevi per l'inserimento di un dominio

PRIORITA'

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

SODDISFA-
ZIONE
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D
BASSO O
MEDIO D
ALTO •
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D
BASSO D
MEDIO •
ALTO •
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO •
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USERS COMMITTEE

RICHIESTE FUNZIONALI

RICHIESTA

1 .uso del mouse

2.uso della tastiera

3.definizione di viste-utente

4.accesso alle funzionalità attraverso le icone

5. aiuto all'identificazione dei collegamenti intemi attraverso
gli oggetti del Data Base

6 stato di più viste selezionate (funzione: "dove sono?")

7. esportazione dati nel Data Base personale

8.rappresentazione grafica dei risultati (grafici a torta,
interpolazioni lineari)

9.immagazzinaggio delle queries per il riutilizzo e la modifica

lO.uscita veloce dalle diverse funzionalità

11 in caso di uscita di emergenza, salvataggio automatico
della sessione in uso

12nconnessione automatica al punto utente

PRIORITA'

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

SODDISFA-
ZIONE
BASSO О
MEDIO D
ALTO •
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO О
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO D

ALTO a
BASSO D
MEDIO D
ALTO D
BASSO D
MEDIO О
ALTO D

BASSO D
MEDIO О
ALTO D
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Appendix 3

NEXT PAQE(8)
left BLANK
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DATA BASE USE

m ->„:..

ACCESS METHOD

PAPER PROTOTYPE

W: V/~~

ELECAMERA
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SI ; - ~ S

WINDOW S'ZE

SCON SIZE
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DIFFICULTY

LIBRARv ICON DEHNiTiON ACCESS
DIFFICULTY

IUERY DEFINITION

)N EDi~OR -
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MENU BAR AND BUTTONS

V
is the method to^ highlighting the current

seieciea edmnc tool sufficient?

is tne outtons size ok?

\

Are the junctions adequate? rie Icons used convey the meanino os

i? rf>c neip !mo cie.2 Should the operations which are dispinyec

or, tooltiar be mirrored in the menu bar?
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DIALOGS

Are {he dialogs represented to the user
sufficiently seli explanatory?

DISPALY

Is useful to start the customization by a default
display?

E • • < = • •

Would iike to have more results of queries
in a display?

m •

Levei of difficulry of the Result Dispiay
Prototype

UEKT
S«ft
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Appendix 4

fgfEXT PAQECS)
tef t BLA$£K
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Examples
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t^onfigtire Icon Edii View Help

COMFT.-'-HWM
H

^ t) n i r. i H

VF\T ' \
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VENUS - Queiy Selector
Icon

jf>^4 COMETMWM

X»TK;
f T7

L' LUS^rf*
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VTNUS Omrry fieluctm
Configure Icon Edi' View Help

OOMrT-'-RWM T I T ]

Record number 1 • of 2 recoris.

sLI
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VENUS - Query Generator

Schema (luerv b e 'P

Concetto
nziow? Attribmo j CondiZTsms

Sigi-a Materiafe

• * \ :

i -•< i

'Ju-:r> Gci ieniUr - C'HTTi.iic'.i'ji! M;
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VFNl'S 0<»t?rv
Schema Query Help

M
«4

tSBQ

Schema ER - COfc.

Query.

T M.Mr niM ii r i f-rt MAIF
Mjft IF ntc-m

: n nr<;r MAT. MATrniA! n

IIS

! • *

T3""""*"'!

VI '. ? j t ^' r \
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Configure icon Edit View Help

I?*" COMFTA-RWM

\

J5PDT

fr-f"

H

VENUS User"s. Library aiu* is Personal 'J'ICTK^
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VENUS Qn<:ry Selector
icon tdi t View

RP suds Invokr Window

FNF..*. COMET A - Modulo Materiali

Reeorci flumter t of 2 cscsrrts.
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^.JUiCfe

-v Generator - i^irr.'tu TL.'V. SJ:I?XIIU
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Configure Icon Edi* View

IE COMFTA-RWM

i
fLAVIO

-ore
'A*

j
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VENUS - Query Selector
Configure icon EdH View Hd

COMETA-HWM

File Results invoke Window Help

Recoro nvnoer £ cf934 record?

Lisi Ma'criu.! of liic F3 V1 Ckts<
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